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Foreword

I

n this issue we take an in depth look at crime and terrorism in 2019. So many industry professionals have
mentioned to me that this issue has been eagerly anticipated due to the critical importance of the subject
matter. In many ways, that makes me sad.

Unfortunately we live in a world where those with twisted ideologies, who lack the intellect to argue in favour of their
particular cause, or the patience to peacefully campaign for the changes they feel are necessary, think that the mass murder
of innocent civilians is somehow a legitimate and effective tool to achieve their goals.
With Daesh (ISIS) now all but destroyed as a conventional fighting force, and the so called Caliphate now reclaimed by
‘infidels’ (the unfaithful...), it is increasingly turning to acts of terror, in a desperate attempt to demonstrate to the world
that it somehow still matters. Make no mistake, the funds from looted oil, organised crime and antiquities sold on the
black market, have provided a huge war chest with which it can continue brain washing disaffected youth across the world,
using a twisted and extreme fundamentalist form of Islam to stoke the fires of hate, by blaming the West for all of the
problems they could possible experience or imagine. The Prophet, Blessings Be Upon Him, would never, ever, approve.
The terrorist threat however, is far from just an Islamist only problem.
There is a disturbing rise in far right extremism. From the rapid growth of Neo Nazi organisations in Eastern Europe,
Christian fundamentalist anti federal organisations in the U.S. to lone wolf, Islamophobic attacks, as tragically seen in the
UK with a vehicle attack on a North London mosque, and alarmingly, in New Zealand, with the recent armed assault on
innocent worshippers in Christchurch.
Old tensions are also now starting to bubble over as illustrated by the resurgence of Irish republicanism in the form of the
‘New IRA’, a very well funded and organised group, rising from the ashes of the Provisional Irish Republican Army, which
we all hoped would never raise it’s ugly head again after the relative peace following the Good Friday agreement. Even
cold war tension is returning with the increasingly unrestrained use of radioactive or biological agents on foreign soil, by
Russia, to eliminate those it deems to have betrayed the Mother Country.
Terrorism is experiencing a new golden age......
When it comes to crime, we in the UK are reaping the results of massive underfunding of the Police by central government.
The UK’s foreign aid budget in 2017 (£14 billion, Institute for Fiscal Studies.) was substantially larger than the combined
funding of every UK Police Force (£11.04 billion 2017/18. gov.uk.) That, I find scandalous.
With additional demands on our Police, in the form of counter terrorism duties and manning demonstrations, there
simply are not enough uniforms on the ground to effectively enforce the law any more, let alone deter offenders. Levels of
stress and shear exhaustion amongst front line officers are at record levels. Serving Police Officers are now openly talking
about having “lost the streets”!
Reported crime still continues to rise. Obviously, to any reasonable observer, crime is at epidemic levels, but with non
emergency telephone numbers almost permanently engaged, many stations closed and others open for just a few hours a
day, it has never been harder to actually report crime in the first place (if you don’t have internet access.....)
All this leaves an unprecedented and growing level of responsibility on the private security sector.
THAT’S YOU AND ME.
Whatever your level of influence or rank, every security professional has an important role to play.
For a detailed insight into the challenges we now all face, read on....

Rollo Davies.
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Security News &
Industry Updates!
The International Foundation for Protection Officers (IFPO) is very much aligned with the aims and objectives of TPSO
magazine. Gaining respect for front line security professionals by providing quality training and an active membership
organisation, the IFPO are very much our American cousins. The news that they are spreading internationally, with the
help of our friend and regular contributor, Mike Hurst, couldn’t be more welcome. Watch this space for more IFPO news.
International Foundation for Protection Officers Expands Internationally.

International Foundation for Protection Officers Expands Internationally
The International Foundation for Protection Offices announced that in an effort to
continue to expand into the various international markets they recently appointed
Mr. Mike Hurst, CPP to serve as the IFPO Representative in the UK. After several
discussions with Mr. Hurst executive director Sandi Davies felt confident that
he embraces the same goals and objectives as that of the Foundation. Providing
educational opportunities and a pathway will only enhance the career possibilities
of individuals perusing their professional development. The end result would be a
positive move forward within the security industry.
Mike Hurst, CPP has spent over thirty years in the security and fire profession, as a
specialist recruitment consultant and strategic advisor with HJA Consulting www.
hja.co.uk (formerly HJA Fire and Security) www.hja.co.uk. He is also co-founder
of www.AllSecurityEvents.com the security events listing site.
Mr. Hurst is Vice Chairman of the UK Chapter of ASIS International, the world’s
largest association of security professionals, a role he has held for nine years, and
serves on its Professional Development Council and European Advisory Council. He was also a director of The Security
Institute standing down in 2017 having served the maximum six-year term of office. In 2016 he was awarded the ASIS
International President’s Award of Merit for his services to security in the UK and Europe.
Previously he was an Advisory Board Member to COMBAT Trafficking in Human Beings in the Hospitality and
Tourism Industry, an EU funded project, and was Founding Joint Chairman of the Security Industry Authority Small
Business Network. He is a regular contributor to security media and has spoken at conferences internationally. He is
also currently a Member of the BSI GW/3 Committee (Private Security Management & Services). Ms. Davies IFPO
executive director stated, “Mike has an amazing network of security professionals and hosts incredible energy and
drive. We are fortunate that Mike has taken on this new challenge. On behalf of the entire IFPO Team we welcome
Mike and will support his every efforts.
About The International Foundation For Protection Officers:
Mission Statement: The International Foundation for Protection Officers is committed to the support and professional
development of protection officers. Through advocacy; promoting training standards; and providing accessible
training, education and certification opportunities; we seek to enhance the professional standing of protection officers,
as well as increase and diversify the value of the vital services they provide.

TPSO Monthly Industry Update....
Coming Soon!

By popular demand, the huge TPSO magazine is about to
get a more regular, light version. With more up to the minute news and information, this is likely to be a great stop
gap for those that have trouble waiting four months for each BIG edition.
Want to know more? Keep an eye on TheProfessionalSecurityOfficer.com for more details.
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The Security Institute’s Free To Participate, CPD Scheme
(And you do NOT have to be a member to participate!)

Welcome to the new CPD year and your 2019 CPD Toolkit. Please download it and start recording your CPD activity:
https://security-institute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/2019-CPD-Toolkit.xlsx
Alternatively, you may have already started to track what you’ve
done in the mobile app - that’s great!
Remember, there are often opportunities in your day to day tasks
that count as CPD in our scheme - it’s not all about attending
events. Just take a look at the list of what we class as CPD in the
Table of Activities included in the download.....
What’s changed in 2019? Everything that was in the toolkit last
year is still there, but we’ve expanded the list of CPD Partners to include more organisations and our Corporate Partners.
In addition, any training provided by any Police Force or Government department is now recognised for double points.
Do you read the Security Institute bi-monthly newsletter? This now counts as 1/2 formal point per edition. We’ve also
added reading text books, sitting as a magistrate, and hosting an event.
(Reading TPSO magazine also generates points so don’t miss an issue!......... Ed.)
See the pull down menus and use the “F” or “Inf ” description to tell you whether the activity is Formal or Informal,
and if you’re still not sure, ask HQ. These changes are in the 2019 CPD Toolkit and will be updated into the app shortly.
And a final note from the admin team. Please don’t wait until the end of the year to submit your CPD 2019 record.
As soon as you have 36 points or thereabouts on your record, please email it in for verification and recording. This will
help us spread the workload at the year end, when there is so much else going on. We’ve already had two successful
submissions via the app.
We recommend everyone completes CPD and look forward to receiving your submissions as soon as you have
scored sufficient points. If you have any questions on CPD please contact:
Di Thomas on 02476 346464 / 07879 330818 or Email cpd@security-institute.org.
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Please check out the link below for the full SIA April update...
https://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Documents/sia-update/eUpdate-1904.html
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The 2019 UK
OSPA Winners:
TPSO magazine would like to congratulate all of the winners.....
Outstanding Contract Security Manager or Director: Robert Woodward – Sodexo
“It is a great honour to have my work recognised by my employers, clients, colleagues and peers, and I can’t thank
them all enough, but I think as a parent the best feeling in the world is when your child is proud of you. I went home
on Friday and picked my 7 year old son up from school and my wife had that morning already told him that I had
won the award, explaining that it was a national industry award, not something that my own company had given
me but something that was decided upon by independent judges who know our industry and that my nomination
came from a countrywide pool, his response; ‘so some clever people think you are one of the best at what you do
for your job in our country? Actually Dad that’s pretty cool’ and my heart just burst with pride! Thank you OSPA
judges.“
Outstanding In-House Security Manager or Director: Lisa Corbridge – Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
“It was a great privilege to be a finalist in the 2019 UK OSPAs. I am still in shock after winning the In-House Security
Manager category. I have been honoured to win a number of awards over the last year and proud to have achieved
the OSPAs award. I would like to thank colleagues/friends support & encouragement as I couldn’t have got this far
without them. Congratulations to everyone nominated and all the finalists and winners you all should be proud.”
Outstanding Security Team: CriticalArc – The Heriot-Watt University Safeguarding Team
Outstanding Security Consultant: Mike Bluestone – Corps Security
Outstanding Contract Security Company: CIS Security
“This OSPA for Contract Security Company of the Year is “the one” we wanted. We have been honoured to receive
a number of awards in our time, especially in recent years. When the OSPAs came online in the UK, they quickly
became an important annual goal for us as we endeavour to lead the sector as best security provider in the UK. We
are so proud to have been presented with this top company award by such a respected organisation which we feel,
prioritises genuine merit over all else.”
Outstanding Customer Service Initiative: Project Dixon – Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Outstanding Security Training Initiative: Stephen Beels – Auxilia Consultancy
Outstanding Security Installer/Integrator: Mitie TSM
Outstanding Security Partnership: Croma Vigilant in Partnership with London Borough of Camden (RSP)
Outstanding Event Security Team: FGH Security – Events Division
Outstanding New Security Product: Thruvision with Thruvision TAC people screening camera
“Thruvision is delighted to have been awarded OSPA’s New Security Product of 2019. This recognition of the
maturity of our technology will help build awareness of how Thruvision can be used to security screen people in a
fast, safe and effective way.” – Colin Evans, Managing Director
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Image Reproduced with kind permission of
Hannah Miller
(Outstanding Security Performance Awards)

Outstanding Security Equipment Manufacturer: GJD
Outstanding Security Officer: Stephen O’Conner – VSG
Outstanding Young Security Professional:Nikki Boakye – CIS Security
“I am incredibly proud to be recognised with an OSPA award at this stage of my career. I am excited about the
possibilities that lie ahead and I hope this award inspires others to believe that they too can achieve great things
if they push through with hard work and innovative ideas. With so much more potential in our sector, this award
inspires me and others to be the change I want to see.”
Lifetime Achievement:Carl Palmer – CIS Security
“I am humbled and honoured to receive this lifetime achievement award, as I am one of those lucky people who
loves what they do. Being surrounded by so many talented people has made my career in security an enriching one
and I have learned so much from others who I want to thank for their contribution to this win. The OSPA platform
is, to me, the awards programme which has the most incredible integrity so it makes this win even more satisfying.
I feel more inspired than ever do everything I can to be a force for good in our industry and our society.”

The OSPAs supported charity is The Clink Charity; with guests at the London event making donations to help
channel offenders into meaningful work streams helping them to desist from crime.
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NEW TPSO Security Industry
Awards

If you have been following The Professional Security Officer magazine from the early days of inception and planning
on social media, you will know that we desperately want to promote the outstanding work performed by front line
security workers, as an antidote to the rare horror stories that the national press seem to jump on with such enthusiasm.
One way to do that is via a high profile annual awards event.
Awards targeted at workers in all fields of the industry, and that can be nominated by ANYONE.
We have been in talks with top industry events organisers, Graham and Mike at www.AllSecurityEvents.com and we
have some ideas as to how we want it to look....
Here are my thoughts:
»» We want to hold the event in a large Central London venue.
I need to ensure it is FREE to attend for the award nominees and partners, (unlike many awards events I
can mention.) so will need to look for major sponsorship.
»» TPSO wants to recognise the winners and a runner up, in the following categories:
¤¤ Security Officer of the Year.
¤¤ Corporate Security Officer.
¤¤ Door Supervisor.
¤¤ Alarm Response Officer.
¤¤ Dog Handler.
¤¤ Control Room Officer.
¤¤ Retail Security Officer.
¤¤ Industrial / Construction / Education Establishment S/O.
¤¤ Contract Security Team.
¤¤ Training Provider.
¤¤ Award for ‘Industry Champion’ of the Year.
…....But TPSO is YOUR magazine!

What ideas have you got?
What categories should we include?
Where should we hold the event?
How can we make it special for you?
Let me know: Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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WILSON JAMES
INTELLIGENT SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

Wilson James offers a complete suite of
services designed to combat security
risks, helping clients identify their unique
vulnerabilities and the impact that
security breaches could have on people,
information, reputation and physical
assets.

Physical Security
Front of House
Security Systems
Event Security
Risk Management
Consultancy

www.wilsonjames.co.uk
Wilson James

WJ_Ltd

WJltd
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Blurry Lines, Terror
And Serious Organised Crime

by Philip Ingram MBE

D

id you know that if you pay a ransomware release fee to a criminal organisation, the authorities don’t really
care, in fact I have been in a briefing where a senior FBI agent said ‘pay!’ However, if that criminal organisation
has terror links, then you have committed an offence under the Terrorism Act and could be prosecuted.

The murder of the journalist Lyra McKee by the New IRA in Derry/Londonderry in April has brought non-Islamist
terror to our headlines. But who are the New IRA, should we be worried and what else should we know?
The New IRA were formed in 2012 following a merger between groups including the Real IRA and Republican Action
Against Drugs (RAAD), which was predominantly active in the Northwest of Northern Ireland, but with a presence in
some other republican strongholds across the province.
It has been blamed for the murders of two prison officers, attempted car bombing of a police officer, regularly instigating
disturbances and riots in Derry, throwing grenades at, and shooting at, the Police. In January 2019 a car bomb exploded
outside Derry city courthouse. The New IRA were blamed.
In March, five parcel bombs were sent from the Irish Republic to addresses in Great Britain, four were delivered, only
one partially initiating when it was opened, and one was returned to a sorting office in the Republic of Ireland where it
was discovered and dealt with. The New IRA were blamed.
The New IRA are a very active organisation and are getting more sophisticated in their attacks. However, what isn’t
common knowledge is that one of their constituent groups, the Real IRA was listed by Forbes Israel in 2014 as the 9th
richest terror group in the world.
The Real IRA were sandwiched between Al-Shabaab and Boko Haram with a £32 million annual turnover. This money
comes from extortion, smuggling, drug running, robbery and other organised criminal activities. These activities will
have been taken over by the New IRA who have largely the same leadership. The link between serious and organised
crime and terror couldn’t be clearer.
The list is interesting and most dissident republican groups, such as the Continuity IRA and all of the loyalist terror
groups failed to make it.
Forbes Israel top 10 of terror:
1. Isis £1.3bn
2. Hamas £638m
3. Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Farc) £383m
4. Hezbollah £319m
5. Taliban £255m
6. Al-Qaeda and affiliates £96m
7. Lashkar e-Taiba £64m
8. Al-Shabaab £45m
9. Real IRA £32m
10. Boko Haram £16m
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It is widely reported that the likes of ISIS and Al Qaeda have made their money through oil exports, taxes on those in
areas they control, the opium market. Of note, the Telegraph reported last year that Afghan opium provides more than
90 per cent of the world’s heroin and 95 per cent of that found on Britain’s streets.
How does this link to my opening comment on ransomware? The Charities Commission defines terrorist financing as
the raising, moving, storing and using of financial resources for the purposes of terrorism.
The law is quite clear, under sections 15-18 of the Terrorism Act 2000 criminal offences related to terrorist financing
are listed. Specifically, it says, it is an offence to:
•
•
•
•

Raise, receive or provide funds for the purpose of terrorism
Hold or use funds for the purposes of terrorism
Become involved in an arrangement to make funds available for the purposes of terrorism
Facilitate the laundering of terrorist money

The key elements of these sections are “provide funds and make funds available.” What makes this legal provision
even more stringent is, “A person is guilty of an offence if he ‘knows’, ‘intends’ or has ‘reasonable cause to suspect’ that
the terrorist funds may be used for the purposes of
terrorism.” The key phrase here is ‘reasonable cause
to suspect.’
Strictly speaking, heroin users and certainly
suppliers in the UK, are helping to fund terrorist
activity through Afghanistan and are therefore
committing an offence under the Terrorism Act
2000. However, these higher levels of organised
crime are just the tip of the iceberg. The same groups
that supply class A drugs tend to be involved in a lot
more criminal activity.
Putting this into context with activities that we could
all easily come across, the counterfeited CDs and
DVDs at the local car boot, the knock off cigarettes
and tobacco being supplied through Craigslist, the
cheap diesel that has come from filtered red diesel,
the extortion money, through ransomware or good
old fashioned protection rackets, the massage
parlours taxing the trafficked prostitutes; all of these
activities have links to organised crime and with
many it would be ‘reasonable to suspect’ that some of the organised crime gangs have links to terrorist organisations or
individuals with terrorist links.
The Belfast published weekly newspaper, The Sunday Life, reported in 2016 the prosecution of Thomas ‘Slab’ Murphy
who was jailed for 18 months for defrauding the Irish Exchequer out of £147,000 in tax over an eight-year period.
The newspapers investigation found that even after being arrested, he continued to control secret fuel factories in
Cullyhanna, Crossmaglen and Meigh (all Irish border towns) worth £23 million in total.
The premises, which had the capacity to manufacture 34 million litres of ‘dirty diesel’ annually, were uncovered by
customs officials and PSNI officers during four separate raids between 2012 and 2014.
Thomas ‘Slab’ Murphy was suspected for many years as the Chief of Staff of the IRA and a member of their General
Army Council. His link between terror and organised crime is clear.
However, the issue of funding terror activity through organised crime is not confined to the island of Ireland. National
Action, Scottish Dawn and NS131 are all recently proscribed extreme right-wing groups in Great Britain, their funding
comes from somewhere and that somewhere is most likely to be extortion, Craigslist and car boot supplied counterfeit
cigarettes, CDs and DVDs, illegally imported booze, drug supply and prostitution.
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The new Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Act 2019 is a step change in enabling counter terror legislation
to be utilised more readily when dealing with the growing threat. The Government have made a clear statement
of intent. So, the next time you see a bargain at a car boot or online, or spot a drug deal going down, as a Security
professional you have now been warned of the link, so there is no excuse not to have a ‘reasonable cause to suspect.’

Philip Ingram MBE.
Philip Ingram is an internationally respected defence and security journalist and consultant.
Building on a long and distinguished military career, retiring as a full Colonel,
after performing intelligence, counter-intelligence, security and planning roles, whilst on active
service. He is also the man behind the rapidly expanding, and highly regarded, organisation,
Grey Hare Media.
Philip is a strategic thinker and recognised subject matter expert on issues of international
security, defence and geo political events.....
www.greyharemedia.com
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Meet the TPSO Team:
Michael O’Sullivan.
After 5 years distinguished service in the French Foreign Legion, Mike returned to the
UK and commenced a career in the physical security industry in the City of London.
Looking to diversify and better utilize his skills, Mike ran a very successful training
organisation for many years and gained valuable qualifications and experience in
counselling, and psychology.
Mike was eventually drawn back to his vocation, as a protector, returning to
the security industry, but his drive to make a difference, increase standards and
improve the working life of front line security professionals, lead him to come up
with the idea for “The Professional Security Officer Magazine”.

A man on a mission......
Mike is also currently hard at work developing advanced training packages for Front Line
security workers, to distinguish intelligent, committed and engaged Professionals, from the bulk of the SIA licensed
masses, and create a new “advanced standard” within the industry. He is also responsible for the outstanding TPSO
website and a number of genuinely “Industry Changing” research initiatives.

Rollo Davies MSyI.
Rollo joined the Met Police at age 19. He subsequently spent a further 27 years in the
Physical Security Industry, mainly in Operational Management roles.
He became increasingly disillusioned by the lack of appreciation, respect and
recognition afforded those in the front line of the industry, so he tried to do
something about it. Firstly in 2011, he founded, a now sadly defunct,
Trade Union, The National Security Workers Union, NSWU.
Last year he had a phone call from an old friend about starting a magazine.
The rest is history.
He is an enthusiastic member of The Security Institute, an established social media
commentator and an increasingly influential campaigner for improved standards,
industry wide.
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Become a Security Manager
Our courses have been developed in association with Mind Over Matter
Consultancy (the UK’s leading Crowded Spaces experts) and are credit rated by
Edinburgh Napier University
Certificate in Security Management

Diploma in Security Management

The Certificate in Security Management is
open to anyone working in or intending to
work in the security industry. You will learn
about counter terrorism, crisis management,
cyber security and more.

The Diploma in Security Management is
aimed at people with some experience in
the industry. You will learn about business
continuity, logistics , how to lead and manage
security operations and more.

Both courses focus on the communication, thinking and writing skills successful Security Managers
in corporate or in private business are now expected to have.
Each course comprises six modules delivered over a year through weekend workshop sessions at
Missenden Abbey, Buckinghamshire, and will be run by practising security professionals.
The cost for each course is £2,200.00 *
*The fees include tuition, access to online learning platform, tutorial support between
residential weekends and certification

Apply Online - www.silverbacksecurityacademy.com
 anne@silverbacksecurityacademy.com
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Terrorism: Setting realistic
expectations for the security industry

by Tony O’Brien

W

hen we think of the word counterterrorism it brings to mind images of well-armed police in full kit
storming buildings and neutralising threats. The cavalry which arrives swiftly and professionally in
response to armed violence. However, for security operatives that support is often minutes away when
we only have seconds to respond. The reality is that in the event of an armed attack (terrorist or not)
the first line of defence for members of the public will be a scared, undertrained and underpaid member of the security
industry. They won’t have the tools, training or support to do all of the things that the cavalry will be able to do, and
they will have members of the public looking to them for help. They may have done some form of terrorism awareness
classroom training programme, but in this state of fear, the chances of them remembering the content is almost zero.
The reality is that in this situation they are most likely to be a victim and will most likely be injured or killed. Killed
or injured because they have been set up for failure in how they have been informed, trained and in terms of the
expectation placed on them. Maybe it’s time we changed that and faced reality. Maybe it’s time we changed the way we
train the security industry to deter, recognise and respond to terrorist attacks.

Control what we can control

In all acts of terrorism there are lots of factors that we cannot control. We can’t control the time, the place, the methods
or the numbers. We can’t control the intent of the perpetrator or the response time of the emergency services. We
cannot control any of these things, but we may be able to influence them in some way. There are also things that we can
control. We can control our preparations, our equipment levels and our immediate response.

Train for the realistic

Classroom training for any skill which requires stress inoculation, has limited value. I’m not knocking this training. Of
course, anything is better than nothing, but for a situation that may cost the lives of many, we owe it to ourselves and
to the public to train in a way that gives us the best chance of being effective. I read social media posts every day with
photos of fancy new bleeding kits, door barricades and acid attack kits. I’ve yet to see a single photo of the staff training
with these kits in their own workplace, under time pressure and stress. In the event of an actual emergency and without
training, it is likely that they become ornamental pieces of equipment unused and gathering dust while people die. For
example, this week I’m seeing a video of a security guard who was stabbed in the leg in a retail store. The staff crowd
around the poor man and apply clothing to the wound. This is a busy retail store which must have numerous fully
stocked first aid kits in it that are sitting unused while the man bleeds out waiting for help. This isn’t a criticism of the
staff at all and they are fantastic for at least trying to help. It’s a criticism of their training. If they had simulated getting a
first aid kit and applying pressure on a wound three, four or five times a year then what would their first response have
been. Training for emergencies requires ongoing practice under stress. That has a cost associated with it but if we are
taking the risk of an armed attack seriously then surely, it’s worth it.

Use the tools available

Our workplaces and neighbourhoods are full of tools and assets that can be used to assist us in our planning and
response. Organisations regularly revert back to a copy paste response plan from a government advisory document
from 5 years ago. One of the greatest tools available is the free advice from the experts. All it takes is a phone call to your
local police station. Get in touch with whatever local experts will likely be responding to an incident.
“Hello this is the Security Manager in ABC facility. We are designing a procedure for a response to armed violence.
We would very much value your input. Could you give me a date in the next few weeks where you could walk through
the facility with me and take a look at our plans to ensure we are doing the right thing? “
Now repeat the call with the fire service and ambulance service. Find out what they need from you and how you can
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make things easier for them. It’s free expert advice so use it. A walk through with emergency services in your building
will benefit both them and you in terms of what your expectations are and the local knowledge you can impart to them
prior to them needing it in an emergency. There are also built in tools in almost every building in the event of an attack.
Every building has fire alarm. Build it into your plans. There is no more effective tool for raising an alarm and eliciting
a conditioned response. Same with a PA system and a CCTV system. Use them as force multipliers to enhance your
response. Design all of these into your plans and train, train, train.

Build the security mindset

Put emergencies into the conversation. Include more than just security staff in those conversations too. Cleaners,
maintenance, managers and other employees all have a part to play but security as the venues subject matter experts
in this area, have to take the lead and educate them. We can only educate people if we are ourselves knowledgeable. I
don’t just mean an hour in a classroom. I mean practical education on how to raise an alert, how to direct customers,
what to do upon alarm etc. Encourage staff to be aware of security risks and report them. You would rather receive
20 reports of suspicious behaviour all of which aren’t a threat than receive none and miss a real threat. Small rewards
for reporting suspicious behaviour or items, can go a long way, and build positivity around security. Build a focus on
noting the behaviour, not the person, across employees (including security staff).

Set the expectation

This is a key point for security staff, and particularly for contract security staff. Be realistic with management and other
stakeholders about what security are willing and capable of doing in an emergency. I did a contract specification and
tender process for a shopping centre recently. One of the tenders that arrived in for the contract proudly stated, “our
security staff can respond quickly and effectively to security incidents including fire, bomb threats and acts of terrorism
to neutralise any threat to your premises”. Not only is this an unrealistic expectation on an averagely paid and trained
security team but it’s a down right lie, and they know it as they write it. Be realistic with clients and managers, and
in procedures. Don’t say that security is going to run and guide all of the customers out of a large shopping centre if
there are only two staff on duty at a time. Either a) insist on more staff to carry out the plans or b) say that security will
sound the alarm and move customers in their vicinity of the building. Setting expectation is important. Its important
for the client to know what their money gets them in reality, and it’s important for the security staff, so they know what
is expected. They should know that they aren’t expected to tackle armed raiders or cut the red wire sticking out on a
backpack. They should have confidence in what is expected of them and have confidence in their ability to execute
those actions.
At the end of the day there is a guy who will bravely and professionally engage armed terrorists when they strike. Your
average security guard is not that guy. They were never meant to be that guy and if they think they can be, then they
will often get in the way of the person who is that guy. Of course, the security industry is full of brave men and women
but there is a fine line between bravery and stupidity. Our role is the force multiplier. Being as effective as we can be
with the tools and training that we have. That role is in the deterrence and detection of potential risk and in making as
many people as we can, safe when terror does strike.

Tony O’Brien
Tony is a respected specialist in the field of security, safety and the
management of conflict and risk in organisations.
As a top industry consultant, on a daily basis, he is helping organisations develop
solutions to their risk management and conflict management processes through
designing training, policy and risk assessments to meet real world challenges.
He’s also qualified as an expert witness in the use of force, and most security related
fields.
Also a QQI subject matter expert for the security and safety sectors and Winner of the
2016 IITD Rising Star Award.
www.securityoperative.ie
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Technology Enabling Security

by Mark Folmer, CPP, FSyI

T

hreats are omnipresent. Local or international - we hear about incidents across all platforms: on social media,
in mainstream traditional media and others. The challenges that this brings to frontline security officers are
knowing how to tackle these threats - given their sheer volume - and discerning which ones to act on or react to.

One thing that is clear is that traditional management of security services will no longer cut it in a day-to-day
environment that is littered with threats. Traditional security service items are as important as they always have been,
but there is a need, fuelled by today’s digital revolution, for security firms to transition from being “manpower/staffing
providers” to “security insight” databases. This data is coming in handy for security planning purposes.
The following article will touch on how the tech revolution is helping frontline teams contribute to security programs
more efficiently through incident recognition, prevention and response tools.

Unrealistic expectations on frontline guards.

Frontline security teams are a key component in the security arsenal as they help secure identified assets. On the flip
side, security teams’ labour intensive composition also makes them expensive and in dire need of optimization.
Nonetheless, every security guard is always expected to be ON. They are to be vigilant, customer focused, detail
oriented, professional and full of integrity. They often bear the brunt of the public’s comments as people struggle to
balance the need for security and their desire for convenience and safety. We all want to be safe but don’t think about
what goes into keeping us safe. It can mean the difference between life or death: in 2015, for instance, a security guard
thwarted a suicide bombing attempt by carrying out a routine check on the bomber during a France-Germany friendly
soccer game.
The guard’s role is often to apply all of the rules and juggle the external expectations set for them, and to do so rightly
every time. Now consider the volume of tasks they perform, the number of people they interact with, and slowly it
becomes clear why it’s tough to be right every single time. Specially considering industry issues such as turnover, short
staffing, and lack of resources, frontline security staff cannot be expected to be perfect unless they get some help!

5Ds of physical security.

Those that design physical security plans often stick to the 5Ds, they are:
 Deter - Make the target so unattractive that the criminal goes elsewhere
 Detect - If someone penetrates a secured area, ensure that they are spotted
 Deny - Keep the bad folks out and allow the good people in!
 Delay - If someone gets in, slow them down
 Defend - Respond to a breach
There is a widely accepted principle in physical security that states, detection without response is not detection. In
short, if you detect an issue but do nothing about it then the detection is ultimately useless.
Since the ‘response’ falls on the shoulders of physical security teams, the ones that we described earlier as having
unrealistic expectations set on them, the ones who are under immense pressure to be ‘always on,’ security breaches
are frequent. Today with the advent of technology, there is help in store for frontline teams, powered by business
intelligence tools, to be at the right place at the right time.

The disruption is via technology.

Technology currently helps security teams detect, document, investigate and deter intrusion. But in fact, technology
is capable of supporting frontline security teams in many more instances, namely with: accuracy, transparency and
alignment.
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You can look at technology in many ways but two of those would be - as an enhancer and as a replacer. I prefer to
focus on security technology as an enhancer to security programs and a few instances where technology is enhancing
frontline security operations include:
 License Plate Recognition (LPR) software - helps a guard identify banned or pre-approved vehicles from a site
- quickly. (ANPR in the U.K. - Ed.)
 Facial Recognition technology - identifies individuals of interest and prompts a security response such as being
weary of false negatives and responding appropriately to false positives.
 Access Control Readers - augments the ‘deny features’ of a security program by letting the good people in and
keeping the bad out (being mindful of the credential management as opposed to the identity management).
 Workforce Management (WFM) software - enhances the management of guard shifts and schedules with
relative ease and pinpoint accuracy.
 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technology - teaches connected devices to discern
between good and bad, what requires a response and what does not by considering identity management
across many platforms.
Having the tools in place to enhance your security operations, you also need to be able to analyse the data collected from
those tools and put them into practice. In today’s world of business intelligence, analytics and return on investment, you
have to consider the value of the data that is generated by your security teams and then persevere to measuring their
return on data (ROD). This metric will help you understand the value that your security data brings to an organisation.

Being alert all the time.

The industry is changing, and as a frontline security professional, you have access to a variety of tools that enhance
what you do. These tools if properly aligned with the risk assessment of the facility or client location you are protecting,
will help you and your frontline teams to be “always on.”
Subsequently, consider the impact of data. Data allows you to measure, prevent and respond properly. Being able to
properly capture the data means that you can structure it and show the value of what security offers. Because there are
high demands from security teams - to properly respond to criminal and terrorist incidents as and when they occur using data as a guide to learn how and when to respond is key.
Keep in mind, that you may always need to be right, but someone attacking your facility needs to right only once!
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Being Nosey Keeps Aviation Secure!
The security officer’s role in detecting criminal and terrorist threats.
by Andy Blackwell
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Threat Landscape
Analysis of global reporting shows that terrorists retain their unhealthy interest in attacking civil aviation and regard
the sector as the crown jewels of targets. Such attacks have the potential to cause mass fatalities, destroy aircraft and
damage infrastructure. The resultant economic impacts are invariably severe. The 9-11 attacks, for example, resulted
in approximately $40 billion in insurance losses and the share prices of airlines and aircraft manufacturers plummeted.
There was also a reduction in demand for air travel due to a climate of fear amongst the travelling public. The latest plot
against aviation was in December 2017 and involved a plan to detonate an IED concealed in a meat grinder and placed
inside a suitcase destined for a passenger flight from Sydney to Abu Dhabi. The plot, orchestrated by a senior member
of Daesh based overseas, was aborted before the suspects reached security. The Israeli Intelligence Services are said to
have provided information leading to the arrest of the Daesh militants who were working towards the execution of the
attack.

Partnership Approach to Countering Terrorism
It’s important to recognise that we all have a role to play in countering terrorism and other serious criminal activities.
The Police, Security Service (MI5) and other established members of the intelligence community, do a formidable job,
but their ongoing success depends on our support and that of the public. Last year, 22% of the information received
from the public by Counter Terrorism Policing UK, assisted live investigations and helped foil terrorist plots.

The Role of the Front-Line Security Officer in Aviation
Front line security personnel play a significant and often understated role in helping to maintain the integrity of
aviation security. They are the eyes and ears on the ground, and involved in guarding, access control, patrolling and
screening. They are often the first person a passenger meets when passing through the airport. This provides them with
an opportunity to spot unusual activity, such as hostile reconnaissance, which puts terrorists and criminals at risk of
detection. Whilst there’s no such thing as a typical terrorist, front-line security personnel are uniquely placed to get a
good understanding of what is ‘normal’ behaviour within the environment, so behaviour falling outside the norm can
be identified and investigated further.
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Being Nosey Keeps Aviation Secure!...continued

The security officer’s role in detecting criminal and terrorist threats.

Andy Blackwell

Time to get nosey
I can vividly recall my class instructor at the Police Training Centre in Wales, giving his cadre of fresh-faced raw
recruits the benefit of his wisdom. “Be nosey, stick it in” he would say as he tapped the side of his rather prominent
nose. He would certainly encourage us to be nosey whilst out on foot patrol, questioning anything and anyone out of
the ordinary. Putting the sergeant’s advice into action felt a little awkward at first, but soon became second nature and
regularly produced good results. The same technique can be used by our front-line security staff, if something doesn’t
look or feel right, then be nosey, ask questions and always, always, always trust your instincts.

Looking back over my time in the industry, some of the best detections of people engaged in crime often resulted
from security personnel and airline staff who became suspicious because something just didn’t feel right. If experience
is anything to go by then gut feelings should never be ignored. Invariably, when staff reported their concerns, they
had difficulty articulating their suspicions, but instinctively felt that something wasn’t quite right, some of them even
apologising for taking up our time. Follow-up enquiries by in-house security departments, police or Border Force
frequently confirmed their concerns though and revealed that something was amiss. Not all of the ‘hits’ were related to
criminal activities; a number were linked to people suffering with mental health issues. There have been some notable
examples across the sector where such individuals have compromised security. Incidents arising from mental health
issues are however far less predictable though than many terrorist threats, making them harder to predict and protect
against.
Security personnel engaged in the screening of passengers and goods have access to sophisticated detection equipment,
to help them identify prohibited and restricted articles. Technology continues to evolve but it’s important that we don’t
forget human factors and behavioural analysis solutions too. It’s not just about finding the bomb but doing whatever
we can reasonably do to find the terrorists with the bomb, and the support networks behind them.

Insiders – the enemy within
On the topic of people, ‘insiders’ have unfortunately featured in a number of aviation attack plots. In February 2011 a
former British Airways worker, Rajib Karim, was convicted of four counts of preparing acts of terrorism after conspiring
to blow-up an aircraft. In February 2016 the Islamist terror group al Shabaab claimed responsibility for a bomb attack
which damaged Dallo flight 159 which was in-flight in Mogadishu, Somalia. One fatality was reported, and this was
believed to be an individual implicated in the attack. Reporting suggests that the improvised explosive device was
concealed in a laptop carried onto the plane by a passenger in a wheelchair. CCTV recording from the airport showed
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two men, believed to be airport workers giving a laptop to the wheelchair passenger. Investigators believed the bomber
had some type of connection to airline or airport personnel. A Somali Military Court subsequently found two men
guilty of planning the plot and being members of al-Shabaab. They were sentenced to life imprisonment. One of the
two men was a former security official at the airport and the other, who financed the attack, had eluded arrest was tried
in his absence. Eight other airport workers were convicted of aiding the plot although were not convicted of being
members of al-Shabaab. They were given prison sentences ranging from six months to four years. Those convicted
worked in a range of jobs at the airport, including security screening staff, a police officer, immigration officers and a
porter.
These cases highlight the very real risk posed by ‘insiders’, the enemy within and an area where continued focus is
necessary. Front-line security officers should be aware of any behaviour or changes in behaviour in their colleagues
that might give cause for concern. Such concerns should be immediately reported to your management or direct to
Action Counters Terrorism via 0800 789 321. In an emergency you should always dial 999.

3 Simple Steps to Security
We know that the sector remains in the sights of attack planners but there are some simple steps front-line security
personnel can take to enhance crime and counter terrorism vigilance and help make aviation a hostile environment for
terrorists and other criminals. In summary these are:

• Remain vigilant and be nosey!
• Trust your instincts and act on them.
• Immediately report activities or behaviours of concern (externals and co-workers).
Aviation remains the safest form of transport and by working together, we can keep it that way.
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UK Terrorism

Effects and consequences

by Simon Giddins MSyl.

T

he final cost for policing in the aftermath of the nerve
agent attack in Salisbury is expected to exceed £10 million
for Wiltshire Police alone. However, the total figure for all
services could be far higher when costs incurred by the
Metropolitan Police, whose counterterror officers led the investigation,
are ultimately taken into account. More than £7m of Wiltshire Police’s
bill will cover the cost of drafting in extra officers from 40 other forces,
with more than £1.3m being spent on overtime for local officers and
staff. This doesn’t include the cost to the supporting services and the
NHS.
The impact to the city itself is yet to be defined publicly but some
estimates are that the city lost from lack of trade, footfall and sheer
visitor numbers up to 80% of its annual revenue, it will be a city forever
defined and remembered by many as the site of the nerve agent attack.
Public fear of being exposed to potentially harmful substance is a driver in crowd and visitor behaviour, there would be
an effect upon the willingness of individuals to visit or transit through that location for some time, although eventually
that fear will decline for many, but not all. The consequences of such an attack occurring in the financial area of Canary
Wharf, attractions for tourists in the West End, or a major transport hub such as Victoria/Kings Cross, long after the
major incident teams and casualties counted, the fiscal cost could be felt for years. Based on available information and
the limitations as they are understood right now, the likelihood of there being a large scale chemical attack on the UK
can currently be considered as low, but the impact of such an attack would be extremely high.
The likelihood of such a mass casualty attack is more difficult to assess as there are many variable factors to be applied,
from type of agent used, whether it is lethal or an incapacitating, the dispersal method, even weather conditions have
an impact. Public reaction to it is also very relevant, as it is probable that injuries and even fatalities could occur, as large
numbers of people rush to escape a threat. Even if they are not actually affected by the agent itself, the panic caused by
an unknown killer is severe. There is also a toxicity threshold which must be reached before many chemical weapons
can have a lethal effect. This varies according to the agent, but it is a consideration when targeting a large, public, open
area. This therefore drives targeted areas to more confined spaces.
Capability varies enormously between those nation states and terrorist groups eager to possess such weapon systems;
we know that Jihadist groups have been trialling different chemical weapons for years in the mountains of Afghanistan
and more recently in Syria. The science surrounding chemical properties, how to produce certain chemicals, and
information about those materials used as chemical weapons, is already available and provided in great detail. The
internet provides huge amounts of information to fill knowledge gaps, with a straightforward google search able to
deliver very detailed information on the range of chemicals, their properties and their availability. However these
agents are dangerous to manufacture safely, even in small quantities, and a significant level of knowledge and skill
would be needed to manage the risks posed in their production.
And we have witnessed how nation states have used Novichok (Salisbury attacks) and VX (Kuala Lumpur) for targeted
assassinations.
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Chemical Weapons are designed to inspire terror. People don’t forget the often-regurgitated images of Litvinenko in
his hospital bed, or the amount of treatment the Skripals reportedly had, to survive the attack against them. We have
to be mindful that chemical weapons are largely ineffective over a large area and duration, but the psychological effect
of an attack cannot have greater impact on individuals and States, and will last a lot longer than the physical effect of
an attack.
Events around Christmas 2018 at London Gatwick showed how little emphasis is placed on contingency planning
around known threats, how resilient would your business be in the event of a catastrophic event?

Simon Giddins MSyl.
Simon is a leading international security specialist with extensive experience managing
complex teams in often challenging dynamic environments.
He proudly heads the team at Blackstone Consultancy.
Prior to this, Simon spent several years in a senior position with Aegis Defence Services
managing private and government clients internationally. His education was provided
by spending 15 years in the British Army, serving on several operational deployments,
including a detachment with SO15-Counter Terrorist Command.
Simon is a Member and advocate of the Security Institute, and in October 2015
he was awarded the ‘Freedom of the City of London’ through the Worshipful Company
of Security Professionals, where he is clothed in the Livery.

www.blackstoneconsultancy.com
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Violence In The
Security Industry

by Michael O’Sullivan
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Violence In The Security Industry by Michael O’Sullivan
Anyone who does any reading around the subject will know that security staff experience
extraordinary levels of violence, threats and intimidation.
So why is no-one talking about it?
It might seem that way but plenty of people are. However it is not getting the priority that it deserves in the halls of
power!
We need to raise awareness and force the issue to the forefront of relevant peoples attention.
All too often perpetrators who assault security staff in the UK are dealt with very leniently. Security staff are NOT
second class citizens and are deserving of the levels of protection that are merited by our front-line roles.
This is becoming more important with decreasing police numbers. Security officers are increasingly stepping up to fill
the void. Security officers are often first on scene. This is not a slight on the police, they do their best, but it is a fact!
This SIA commissioned report https://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Documents/research/sia-violence-reductionreport.pdf uncovered levels of violence against security staff that are nothing short of a national scandal.
Before we can start taking steps we first need to begin to quantify the problem. Can we ask you to send us details of
any stories you find where details of violence against security staff are reported, including details of sentencing where
a court case has been held or where police cautions being accepted are reported? Stories are often reported in the press
but also appear on police websites etc.
To build as comprehensive a picture as possible TPSO is in the process of collating and publishing a database of media
reports detailing reports of assaults on security staff. Far from perfect, but, its a start and will eventually provide
researchers with a central listing of such reports.
When you find a report of violence against UK based security staff can you please forward details, including links if
online via our form:
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/reporting-violence-against-security-staff/
or to admin@peerpublishing.ltd
GDPR notification – your details will not be added to a database. We will only reply to confirm receipt of any information
received. Once that has been completed we will delete your details as we would have no legitimate reason to keep them.
Details of the information gathered will be shared via this site and our various social media platforms.
If you are a security company or employer of security services who would like to report incidents of violence against
your teams please get in touch!
Thank you in advance for your help! Click the link to view the growing violence against security staff database:
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/violence-against-security-staff-database/
Mike O’Sullivan.
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What is the one thing that has made
the biggest contribution to improving
security?
Andy Blackwell and John Wood have been delivering practical and strategic SeMS (Security
Management System) solutions for the past five years.
Here they discuss “the biggest contribution to improving security” – the prize offered by every new
security fad.
I’ve been working in the sector, in various guises, for more years than I care to remember, and one question I get
regularly asked is: what is the one thing that has made the biggest contribution to improving security? Now fads
come and go and I’m sure that many of you raise your eyebrows when
your organisations announce their latest grand initiative that will
supposedly transform it and place it on a path to wealth and greatness.
You’ve been there before, I can tell, and whilst we often get whipped
up in the challenge and excitement of a new project, it is often rapidly
followed by disappointment as the initiative fails to deliver. I’ve seen
many of these ‘fads’ come and go, with varying degrees of success and
often leaving me and my colleagues wondering what’s coming next
to drain our time and resources. To be perfectly honest, when I was
volunteered to be a SeMS pioneer, the ‘fad’ word did enter my mind.
I was in a demanding operational role, with a small support team and
had an ominous feeling that SeMS was just another task to add to
my ever-growing list of things to do. That said, I was intrigued by the
concept and knew we needed to do things differently on the security
front, which tended to be pro-active and at times chaotic, due to the
dynamic nature of the threat landscape the industry was facing.
My initial fears were quickly allayed when I first met John, who at the time was the CAA’s SeMS Project Lead. Far from
it being a case of having to reinvent the wheel, John and his team encouraged us to, wherever possible, make use of
our existing processes and systems. It was more about harmonising and fine-tuning what we had, rather than creating
something new. We had most of the components needed for a robust SeMS, as I’m sure you will have, but needed
help with the ‘system’ and understanding how it all fitted together.
With each new SeMS workshop session I took part in, I could see that
SeMS was making my life easier, not harder as I’d first imagined. Time
spent implementing our SeMS invariably delivered equal, if not greater,
payback in the form of time saved, efficiencies and peace of mind.
When the CAA embarked on prototyping SeMS, we had a few volunteers
but one of them stood out. Andy had been volunteered by his boss, which
might have felt to him like a poisoned chalice, but it did mean that he had
management commitment to make the SeMS a success – a key success
factor for a sustainable SeMS. The commitment may not have been for
the purest motives, but it gave the company a head start that others did
not have.
The other key success factor they had was Andy. I’ll spare his blushes but
he brought four key attributes (others scored one or two out of four on
this attribute scale).
First, as soon as he saw the SeMS concept, Andy had the right motives.
He could see the benefits to his company and his team.
Second, he put a lot of thought and experience into the design, not only
of his own SeMS but of the prototype SeMS Framework. Industry had
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been invited to SeMS workshops to design the Framework, and we had
plenty of mostly well-meaning reviewers and critics, but Andy was one
of only a handful of real creators and do-ers.
Thirdly, Andy was open and honest from the outset, and we quickly
developed a working relationship where we could and did challenge
each other’s ideas robustly.
Finally, Andy was an enthusiastic and effective ambassador, speaking
on behalf of SeMS publicly as well as within his organisation.
The result was success for him and success for me. For Andy, the
company had a working SeMS very quickly and the corporate
knowledge and culture to continue to improve it. Andy will give you
any number of examples when even his embryonic SeMS helped him
out of a challenging situation.
For me, the SeMS Framework was finalised and published to a lot of
industry approval. The project proved that the SeMS concept was not
just an elegant theory but was (a) immensely practical in improving
security, and (b) was not high-maintenance. Once established, it is
self-sustaining just like Finance and other management systems in the
company.
So, to answer the original question, SeMS is the one thing that I can hand on heart say has made the single most useful
contribution to helping enhance security and deliver assurance. There is nothing complicated about SeMS, other than
perhaps its name which tends to cause confusion. In its simplest form, SeMS is an assurance system for security.
If you’re fed up with fads then take a look at the SeMS framework and I’m sure you’ll agree that its simplicity will enable
organisations, large and small, to make a difference to their security. Originally developed for aviation, it can be used
with ease across all sectors.
The benefits of SeMS are worthy of an article in their own right, but
perhaps the easiest way to encapsulate them is to say it’s all about doing
things right the first time. In many security critical sectors we won’t
always have the luxury of a second chance!
Readers of a certain age will remember the advert “So good I bought the
company”.
Well we didn’t do that, but the way we worked together was so effective
(at least in our opinion!), we decided to form a company that would keep
pushing SeMS forward and 3DAssurance was born.
In Andy’s story you will have seen what’s needed to make SeMS work.
No silver bullet, no superpowers, and we really do think an effective
SeMS is achievable in any organisation, and that it will make a big, big
contribution to improving security.
Of course our aim is to make a profit by doing good work for our clients,
but for us it’s not all about the money. SeMS really was our baby and
we want it to thrive (no jokes about which of us was the mother please,
you’re better than that). We promote SeMS and Risk Management at
conferences and we spend a lot of time on our own R&D.
And of course we are often invited to contribute to publications. There are not many that we value and enjoy contributing
to, so we are delighted and honoured to have been invited to contribute to the TPSO magazine. Front line security
officers are underrated and undervalued, yet they have the vast majority of security experience – real experience – in
their organisations. Often that is going to waste, and we see SeMS as the organisation’s opportunity to engage all that
capability. If we can mobilise a grass-roots understanding of SeMS, it will benefit the whole company, and eventually
the whole industry.
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What is the one thing that has made the biggest contribution to improving
security? continued...
PS a tip for all companies. 3DA has a Rude Protocol at the heart of its culture, based on the way Andy and I first worked
together. If one of us thinks the other has got something wrong, we say so immediately. It’s no good being polite for
the sake of politeness, or waiting to check all the facts. In a good working relationship, you can say “you’re wrong”, and
if it turns out it was you that was wrong, you can just admit it. Much less time wasted, pride not damaged and feelings
not hurt. Somebody (probably Ricky Gervais) once said “people choose when to be offended” – we choose not to be
offended.
We plan to tell you more about SeMS in later editions. Do let us know if you have questions or if we’re not covering
the right topics – or even if you think we are talking rubbish. We won’t be offended.

John Wood

Andy Blackwell

Director, 3DAssurance
John was responsible at the UK CAA for
developing the SeMS framework, working
with and guiding many industry stakeholders.
Experienced in design and implementation
of effective strategic change in public and
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of numerous governance, risk and compliance
systems.

Director, 3DAssurance
Andy is widely acknowledged as a SeMS and
aviation security expert. As Head of Security at
Virgin Atlantic, he was the first to implement the
SeMS Framework. Now a leading SeMS exponent, Andy has authored numerous articles on
SeMS and security, and speaks regularly at international security events.

www.3dassurance.com
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Keep Informed, don't get left out in the cold,
make sure you read the new monthly TPSO
newsletter!
Out soon - "Your Career in Security!"
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Useful Contact Information!

In alphabetical order, not necessarily in order of greatest need!

Alcoholics Anonymous

Citizens Advice Bureau

www.alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk
0800 9177 650

www.citizensadvice.org.uk
03454 040506

Environmental Health Department
via local councils

Frank (Drug Advice)

www.gov.uk/ﬁnd-local-council
www.talktofrank.com
0300 123 6600

Gambling Aware

GMB (Trade Union)

www.begambleaware.org
0808 8020 133

www.gmb.org.uk
020 7391 6700

Health & Safety Executive

Minimum Wage Reporting

www.hse.gov.uk
03453009923 / 01519229235

www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
via ACAS 0300 123 1100

National Business Crime Centre

NHS Direct

www.nbcc.police.uk
0207 161 6664

www.nhs.uk
Call 111
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Think we need to add anything to this list?
Let us know: admin@peerpublishing.ltd
Police Non-Emergency

Relate (Relationship Help)

www.police.uk/information-and-advice/
reporting-crime
Call 101

www.relate.org.uk
0300 100 1234

Samaritans

Security Industry Authority

www.sia.homeo�ce.gov.uk
0300 123 9298

www.samaritans.org
Call: 116 123

Security Institute

Speaking Clock

www.security-institute.org
02476 346 464

www.speaking-clock.com
Call: 123

Step Change (Debt Help)

Trading Standards (via CAB)

www.stepchange.org
0800 138 1111

www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/getmore-help/report-to-trading-standards/
03454 040506

T.P.S.O. Magazine (Get in touch!)

Unite (Trade Union)

www.theprofessionalsecurityo�cer.com
admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd

www.unitetheunion.org
020 7611 2500
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Introducing Cyberterrorism and Cyberweaponry
A discussion in three parts...
by Ellie Hurst & Mike Gillespie
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Part 1.

T

his article is to introduce some of the key themes and explore the impact on our lives. In part one we will look
at terrorism and crime vs. cyberterrorism and cybercrime, within the definitions above we can start to look
at recent events and consider how we classify them. We will also examine the way criminal organisations and
terrorist ideology come together. In part two we will discuss the Armageddon tiptoe and how the threat we
are now facing has been a long time in the making, the emergence of the nation state attacker and the emergence of
offensive cyber weapons. In the final part we will discuss moral implications, a cyberweapons convention and at what
point will we say, stop - this ends now.
•
•

•

Defined by the FBI as “premeditated, politically motivated attack against information, computer systems,
computer programs, and data which results in violence against non-combatant targets by subnational groups
or clandestine agents”.
The Wikipedia entry, “Cyberterrorism is the use of the Internet to conduct violent acts that result in, or
threaten, loss of life or significant bodily harm, in order to achieve political or ideological gains through
threat or intimidation. It is also sometimes considered an act of Internet terrorism where terrorist activities,
including acts of deliberate, large-scale disruption of computer networks, especially of personal computers
attached to the Internet, by means of tools such as computer viruses, computer worms, phishing, and other
malicious software and hardware methods and programming scripts.”
A more human definition from Google – “the politically motivated use of computers and information
technology to cause severe disruption or widespread fear in society”.

Fear is a huge part of any terrorist activity and outcome, and should never be underestimated. Yes this fear, disruption
and danger to life and society is perpetrated through cyberspace, but the net result is drawing closer to real-world
physical threat all the time.
With all of these definitions in mind, think about some recent events that may have impacted you or those you love.
Think about NotPetya and Wannacry ransomware that wrought havoc across the world, and as it spread, caused
hospitals, GPs and other key health organisations to be unable to process patients, perform much needed tests or even
operations. Eighty UK health organisations experienced some kind of computer shutdown, and by computer we don’t
just mean PCs, we mean imaging systems, booking systems and a range of other internet protocol (IP) health systems,
putting the health, wellbeing and even lives of vulnerable patients, at risk. This may have been your first brush with the
insidious and cynical malware that is ransomware. If that is so, then you are very lucky.
For those not familiar with ransomware, it is malware designed to remove access to either data, files or systems, from
the user. So, it might make an X-ray machine inaccessible and unusable or it might encrypt patient files making them
unreadable and inaccessible. It can work on files or systems and it demands payment for the return of those files or
systems. It should be noted that if the payment is made there is no guarantee the files will be returned. Let’s be frank,
we are talking about criminals, how much are we expecting them to care? The reason for asking you to think about
this is because although these particular forms of ransomware were worm-like and indiscriminate, a bit like biological
weapons, the basis was designed to exploit a Windows vulnerability that was actually discovered previously and was
part of a toolbox of hacking from the NSA which they called, Eternal Blue. So it started life as a state sponsored hack,
which was somehow released into the wild and simplistically speaking, attached to a worm and sent on its way to
collect cryptocurrency payments from those unfortunate to come in its path.
When we have finished this series of articles we will come back to this series of unfortunate events and consider where
it leaves us and look forward to what needs to be done.
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If we look at crime and terrorism in the non-cyber space then we see the victims, the perpetrators and the crime all
happening in the same place. Consider the film Die Hard and recall what the terrorists (for they were never labelled any
other way, regardless of the absence of any political motivation) did when they arrived in Nakatomi Plaza. They locked
down the building, locked out the legitimate users and law enforcement and threatened the wellbeing of the inhabitants
in order to gain access to vast sums of wealth. Cyberterrorism does the same thing, with a couple of interesting and
highly disturbing twists. Links between transnational organised crime groups (TOC) and terrorist groups are emerging
and indeed appear to be ‘outsourcing’ to each other. Ideology apparently takes a back seat when procuring certain cyber
skills that are not readily available to terrorists and so this disturbing nexus has emerged. It is well funded (the majority
of cybercrime is linked to these TOCs) and mercenary, and combined with hate-filled terrorist groups’ dogma, poses a
very real and present danger to us all, as well as complex issues for law enforcement.
And yet, the underlying prime directive for law enforcement in the UK although evolved, really hasn’t changed very
much since the nine principles were first laid down by Sir Robert Peel. Look at the principles of Sir Robert Mark when
he introduced his little blue book in the 1970’s “The primary object of an efficient police is the prevention of crime: the
next that of detection and punishment of offenders if crime is committed. To these ends all the efforts of police must
be directed. The protection of life and property, the preservation of public tranquillity, and the absence of crime, will
alone prove whether those efforts have been successful and whether the objects for which the police were appointed
have been attained.”
This being the case, it would appear to be counter intuitive that through use of language we have created a sub-class
of criminality and terrorism that is somehow deemed less heinous or dangerous for occurring in cyberspace, than in
the real world.
Isn’t it time we called it what it is?
•
•
•
•

Bank robbery,
Blackmail,
Extortion
and Terrorism......

Note:Parts 2 & 3 will be published in the September and January editions respectively

Mike Gillespie

Ellie Hurst

MD of Advent IM, C3i Group on cyber security,
cybercrime and cyber intelligence, Mike is also cyber
spokesperson for the International Institute of Risk and
Safety Management (IIRSM) and the Cyber Security
lead adviser for UK Government’s, Surveillance
Camera Commissioner.

Head of MarComms & Media for Advent IM, Ellie is
also an Associate of the Security Institute and Institute
of Information Security Professionals.
www.advent-im.co.uk
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There are many, many,
EXCELLENT reasons to advertise in.....

• An already huge and expanding, UK front line security industry readership.
• Self-selecting audience of only the most engaged and professional readers.
• Growing international readership expanding rapidly across the U.S., Canada,
Ireland, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Australia, New Zealand, India, China and Europe.
• Acclaimed, expert contributors from across the world.
• Support from the best of the best in the International Security Industry.
• The outstanding success and universal praise for the very first edition.
• Huge social media promotion for all of our Sponsors & Major Advertisers!

Want to see what all the fuss is about?
TheProfessionalSecurityOfficer.com
Want to expand your company profile in to areas and audiences
that no other publication can reach?
The Professional Security Officer Magazine.
Contact Mike today: Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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It’s raining, it’s pouring and cybercrime is soaring…

(The Rise and Fall of Cyber Crime)

by Nicola Whiting

I was speaking at an event last month and the host Matt Royle of Probrand highlighted some recent research they’d
done showing how, in the UK, a cyber-attack is more likely than rain (which given our weather, is pretty depressing.)

“36% of days saw precipitation in the UK” but “43% of UK businesses attacked each year” YES in the UK, cyber-attacks are more common than rain…

Considering how us Brits are known for our rain, I thought that it was a brilliant and very impactful way of highlighting
figures and stats we know (but often ignore). That old children’s rhyme came to mind, “It’s raining, it’s pouring and
cybercrime is soaring….” (In fact it’s soaring so much that a study by Cybersecurity Ventures predicts the annual global
cost of cybercrime will be $6 trillion by 2021 – up from $3 trillion in 2015).
So why is cybercrime continuing to grow and why aren’t more resources being thrown at it?

The Appeal of Cybercrime…

Criminals make the same Risk decisions we do - they can’t always measure the potential reward of their crime, but they
can strive to lower their risks and maximize their gains.
Traditional crime, such as breaking into a building with a crowbar in the middle of the night, requires lots of effort, is
risky and carries higher potential punishment (for rewards such as petty cash and used PC’s).
In contrast, cybercrime is low effort, hard to detect, currently has lower punishments and vastly multiplies their reward.
Cybercrime is a numbers game – and it’s not in our favour….
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So what is typically at risk?

Client databases and financial information for multiple people (including yours as employees). Information on large
value client transactions (property, acquisitions, mergers etc.) Valuable IP (how you do the things you do and growth
plans etc.)
Your ability to operate as a business (how much do you need system access to perform routine work?)

Why isn’t it being taken more seriously?

The UK Government IS taking it seriously – It’s been a key area of discussion for decades - securing our critical national
infrastructure against cyber-attacks is a visible priority, (as is helping “Joe Public” and SME business owners become
more secure too, but it’s not an easy task.)
In June 2014, the UK Government launched a scheme called Cyber Essentials, an information assurance scheme to help
businesses and organisations adopt good practice in cyber security and protect against a wide variety of common cyberattacks. Operated by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), organisations can obtain 2 levels of certification; a
self-assessment of systems where the assessment is then independently verified, or an enhanced certification where the
systems are independently tested and Cyber Essentials is integrated into a business’s information risk management.
Working alongside the NCSC are Regional Organised Crime Units (ROCUs), these units have specialist cyber security
teams that work with businesses and organisations to help them reduce their risk of falling victim to cybercrime. There
are currently 10 of these units across the country, each with their own website and social media channels; advising on
news, best practice and contact information.
There are also a number of professional industry organisations and high quality publications (such as this one) providing
valuable thought leadership, practical guidance and accessible content. I’ve spoken at events held by both CREST and
IISP (Institute of Information Security Professionals) and have seen first-hand their drive to advance standards of
professionalism and increase the industry talent pool.

What does this mean for you?

The average person or business owner has more readily available advice on good practice (that you can easily follow to
reduce your risk) than ever before – and as an industry we’re getting better at communication. People are calling out
vendors who operate on “smoke and mirrors” and although there’s still too much jargon – things are getting clearer.
In the end though, it all comes down to you as an individual – deciding what YOU are going to do about security. Some
of the actions you can take are in the advice and links at the bottom of this article but ultimately criminals are counting
on you not to take them.

Is your risk increasing and what can you lose?

YES - Whilst traditional crime is generally decreasing, cybercrime risk is increasing.
Your money, your information, your reputation, your IT equipment and your IT based services are all at risk. Whether
you manage your own systems and devices, or rely on third-party hosted systems (i.e. ‘in the cloud’), your risk is real,
constant and growing.
Criminals have always tried to find the easiest marks with the richest rewards – these are things that increase your risk:
• High potential for Ransomware extortion - data reliance, or a strong reputation you want to protect.
• High reward for successful man in the middle attacks - intercepting client funds.
• Financial data with high value, that can be sold on the Dark Web for secondary profit.
• Strong reliance on systems access - for your team to be able to operate your business.
• A need to safeguard your reputation – especially for protecting clients’ confidential information.
• Having weak security practices or defences - in comparison to their reward if successful.
N.B. If you’re a trusted advisor e.g. a publisher, a security company who sends out client updates, an accountant, a
lawyer (anyone whose emails might be immediately “trusted” and clicked on) you may be targeted for your access
into others systems. Criminals can make additional money by exploiting your trusted advisor status (and systems), to
deliver malicious software to your clients and then extort them too! (It’s the ultimate criminal pyramid scheme and
often referred to when discussing “supply chain breaches”).
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Protecting yourself & the people you care about:

Managing cyber risk is a business AND personal decision - you may be worried about making the right choices.
However, even though your risks are increasing, reducing them has never been easier!

So what can you do about cyber security?
1) Make sure you have your “Cyber Essentials” covered.
An easy way to check this is to investigate the UK Government’s “Cyber Essentials Scheme”. It contains practical,
Government backed advice, from globally recognised cyber experts (including GCHQ / CESG).
The information from Cyber Essentials is FREE – it helps you understand the real implications and consequences of a
cyber-attack and gives you the inside track from GCHQ on protecting yourself.
Evidence shows implementing Cyber Essentials can reduce your chances of a successful attack - by up to 80%.
2) Check where your Service Providers store your data, and how they are protecting it.
Ask the same questions of your service provider, as you would with your own in-house team. They ARE your own
systems and it is your data, even in the cloud! (Even with a hosted service, the data risks, GDPR requirements and legal
responsibilities, remain yours).
3) Take action, almost any action - is better than no action.
Harden Your System Defences – e.g. enabling auto-update for software patches, anti-virus etc. Reduce “Human Factor”
Risk– e.g. providing cyber security training on Phishing etc. (It not only helps protect your business, it helps protect
your employees’ families too!)
Protect Yourself if Things go Wrong – e.g. making oﬄine backups. (Backups that are made and stored separately to
your system, so ransomware can’t infect them)
Know that consistent small actions over a period of time (Kaizen) will all add up to significantly reduce your risk….

Useful Links & Further Reading:

Cyber Essentials
Government-backed walk-through on protecting yourself against cyber threats + accreditation options. Take Action!
Reduce your Risk - Protect your Reputation. (It’s not difficult and will help you protect your assets and clients.)
https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/
A Cyber Guide for Small Business (UK Government)
Policies and practices to Fast-Track your understanding and make Cyber Simple.
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/small-business-guide

Nicola Whiting
Chief Strategy Officer at acclaimed cyber security company, Titania Group.
Nicola is an Amazon bestselling author, writer and advocate for diversity in all forms.
In 2017 SC Magazine named her one of the top 20 most influential women working
in cybersecurity.

www.titania.com
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Terrorism:
Recognise the
threat and
Prevent the
attack

by Richard Roberts
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C

rowded spaces remain an attractive target for international terrorists due to easy accessibility, lack of robust
mitigation measures, potential for mass casualties and impact on business continuity in the long-term
(Home Office & NCTSO, 2010). Attacks are most likely to utilise Improvised Explosive Devices (IED), either
pedestrian, or vehicle borne.

However, increasingly we are seeing the use of vehicles as weapons as terrorist tactics evolve. On July 14th 2016,
Tunisian-born Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel drove a 19-tonne truck into a crowd celebrating Bastille day in Nice,
killing 86 people and wounding 430 others (BBC News, 2016).
In March 2017, Khalid Masood perpetrated a terrorist attack outside the Palace of Westminster in London, driving a car
into pedestrians injuring more than fifty people, four of them fatally wounded. Masood then crashed the vehicle into
a perimeter fence and ran into the Palace Yard, stabbing an unarmed Police Officer to death before being neutralised
by an armed officer. Prior to the attack, crash-rated hostile vehicle mitigation measures had not been installed on
Westminster Bridge as it was not considered a specific threat according to the Metropolitan Police (BBC News, 2018).
This attack was followed by another terrorist ‘vehicle as a weapon’ attack in June 2017, when eight people were killed
after three attackers drove a van into pedestrians and followed up with a knife attack, in Borough Market. The three
terrorists were neutralised by armed Police eight minutes after the attack started (BBC News, 2018).
These locations were most likely chosen due to the lack of protective controls in place, the presence of large crowds
of tourists, and the recognisable nature of each location, or in the case of the Nice attack – the celebratory occasion.
The threat from terrorism in the United Kingdom remains both real and serious today, and at the time of writing, the
current threat level in the UK is severe, meaning an attack is likely (MI5 Security Service, 2019).
Considerable effort is usually required to coordinate and orchestrate a terrorist attack. In the aforementioned attacks
there was evidence that the attackers conducted reconnaissance on the chosen targets prior to the attacks, much of
this done in view of the public. The Metropolitan Police advise the following signs and behaviours of terrorists for the
public to be aware of and report on (Metropolitan Police, 2019):
1. Storage of equipment & suspicious rental of commercial properties.
2. Unusual purchasing of large quantities of chemicals (potentially for manufacturing of an
IED).
3. Purchasing of protective equipment used for manufacturing of an IED.
4. Suspicious financial transactions such as credit card fraud for funding of an attack.
5. Multiple identity documents for no clear reason.
6. Suspicious individuals conducting surveillance and reconnaissance activities of security
arrangements.
7. Suspicious rental of a commercial vehicle that seems out of the ordinary.
8. Suspicious travel behaviour by persons who are secretive or vague about their destination.
9. Use of pay-as-you-go and stolen mobile phones to communicate.
10. Accessing of terrorist instruction manuals, propaganda or paraphernalia online.
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The Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) advises the following guidelines in protecting a site against
a terrorist attack (CPNI, 2019):
1. Conduct a risk assessment to assess possible threats an organisation might face, their
likelihood of occurrence and the potential impact to the organisation.
2. Identify existing and potential vulnerabilities and the impact of any breaches of security
to a site.
3. If acquiring or extending premises, consider security requirements from the planning stage.
This will be cheaper and more effective than adding mitigation measures later.
4. Make security awareness a part of organisational culture. Ensure staff are kept regularly
informed and that security standards are fully supported at management level.
5. Ensure good basic housekeeping throughout the premises. Keep public areas tidy and welllit, remove unnecessary furniture and keep garden areas clear.
6. Keep access points to a site to a minimum and issue staff and visitors with passes. Where
possible, do not allow unauthorised vehicles close to the building to maintain stand-off
distance.
7. Install appropriate physical security measures such as locks, electronic access control,
intruder alarms, video surveillance, complementary lighting and glazing protection.
8. Maintain appropriate mail-handling procedures; consider establishing the mailroom away
from the main premises.
9. When recruiting staff or contractors, conduct appropriate background checks and
security screening.
10. Consider how best to protect information and take proper IT security precautions. Ensure
there are appropriate provisions for disposing of confidential waste.
11. Plan and rehearse business continuity and incident response plans; make sure that key
business functions can continue during disruptions.
The above guidelines are all valid and best practice for any site, not just Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) sites.
In my role at SGW Consulting, I provide threat and risk assessments, security planning and engineering designs for
a wide range of security projects both in the UK and internationally, and we continuously see the threat and risk
assessment stage not being given the consideration required at an early stage in the design process.
Risk assessment involves characterising the assets requiring protection (people, buildings, infrastructure, equipment,
processes), identifying the threats that could negatively impact the assets, assessing the potential impact of an attack
and assigning a probability of a successful attack occurring. Understanding an organisation’s business processes and
assets is essential in understanding the level of risk mitigation measures that need to be applied (Broder & Tucker,
2012).
Unfortunately, this exercise is a lot simpler to achieve on a private site due to the concept of ‘defensible space’- a Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) theory by the architect Oscar Newman. In his book Defensible
Space (Newman, 1973), Newman’s central concept included four different design elements, territorial definition,
visibility / natural surveillance, stigmatisation and adjacent areas. These four elements contribute both individually and
combine to create a secure environment. Defensible space is defined as an environment whose physical characteristics
(building layout and site plan) function to allow occupants themselves to become key agents in ensuring their security
(Newman, Design Guidelines for Creating Defensible Space, 1976). A private site can have defined boundaries to create
territorial definition, provide surveillance and control access to people who are authorised to be there. The problem
with terrorist attacks on crowded spaces is the accessibility afforded to an attacker.
On May 22nd, 2017, a suicide bomber detonated a shrapnel laden IED as people were leaving the Manchester Arena
following a concert. Twenty-three people were killed including the bomber, and many more wounded, more than
half of them children (The Guardian, 2017). The incident was the most devastating terrorist attack and first suicide
bombing in the UK since the July 7th London bombings in 2005 that targeted the London Underground. Following the
attack, the lack of security screening such as walk-through metal detectors and x-ray baggage screening was questioned
by the relatives of the victims (The Independent, 2018). Security screening at the site perimeter could have potentially
prevented the attacker gaining access to the interior of the arena where the explosion occurred. However, an argument
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could be made that the IED could have been detonated at a choke-point at an arena exit, still causing mass casualties.
On the night of November 13th, 2015, a suicide bomber attempted to enter the Stade De France in order to detonate
a suicide vest but was prevented entering by a security guard. The bomber detonated the device outside the stadium
killing himself and a bystander (Rubin, 2016). This incident illustrated the importance of security checkpoints and a
proactive approach to security screening. Had the bomber accessed the stadium, mass casualties could have potentially
occurred.
There are a multitude of techniques to harden a potential terrorist target against an attack, but these measures can often
prove costly and difficult to implement, particularly if they are not considered early in the design process. These design
features include creating stand-off distance, a security term referring to measures that create a secure perimeter in
which potentially threatening vehicles or persons cannot access a certain distance within an asset. This can be achieved
using fixed physical barriers or bollards.
Blast resistant glazing installations prevent the fragmentation associated with normal glass which is widely acknowledged
as the primary cause of injury when a building is impacted by an explosive attack. SGW have provided blast effects
analysis on various projects based on a threat and risk assessment, to identify vulnerable points and credible attacks
that could occur, then modelling the effects on the structure of the site and providing recommendations on how best
to mitigate the risk at key points.
More recently, with the increased use of vehicles used as weapons, SGW have provided Vehicle Dynamic Assessments
(VDA) on some projects to ascertain potential impact of a threat vehicle on a specific site location. Hostile Vehicle
Mitigation (HVM) measures can then be designed to suit.
In terms of response to a terrorist attack, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in the United States
recommends three tiers of planning: strategic, operational and tactical (FEMA, 2010). Strategic plans describe how
a jurisdiction will meet emergency management and security responsibilities over the long-term. Operational plans
provide a description of roles and responsibilities, tasks, integration and actions required during a terrorist attack.
Tactical plans focus on the management of counter-terror personnel, equipment and resources in an incident response.
Project ARGUS is an initiative developed by the National Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO) and delivered
by Counter Terrorism Security Advisers (CTSAs) throughout the UK. This three-hour multimedia simulation poses
questions and dilemmas for participants working in organisations and is designed to increase awareness of the threat
from terrorism, providing practical advice on preventing, responding and recovering from a terrorist attack. Project
ARGUS is considered ideal for managers in areas such as facilities, security, reception and those responsible for creating
and maintaining emergency response plans (City of London Police, 2019).
Counter-terrorist experts now refer to the ‘new normality’ we have entered as a society, post 9/11 where risks can only
be managed and not completely eradicated (Heng, 2006). Counter-terrorism strategies are increasingly focused on the
protection of crowded spaces as terrorists plan to attack these targets based on the higher chance of successful outcome.
The built environment landscape in our cities must evolve as terrorism evolves to mitigate risk to as low as reasonably
practicable.
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Terrorism: Recognise the threat and Prevent the attack
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Counter Terrorism Training

Introduction by Rollo Davies MSyI.

For decades the Police were supposed to shoulder the full responsibility for public safety and
therefore counter terrorism training was very much ‘In House’ only.
Until quite recently, counter terrorism training for security professionals was very hard to find. Of
course the Police Service, via the NaCTSO, has provided excellent basic awareness advice, first with
the Project Griffin initiative, and more recently, The ACT online learning scheme, but beyond that,
access to training was very thin on the ground.
Times are changing however, and with the evolving and diverse threats now faced from a range of
global and home grown sources, counter terrorism is part of an increasingly important skill set for
security industry decision makers.
With this in mind, Simon Whitehouse of SGW Consulting, introduced TPSO to an exciting and
immensely valuable new training initiative, the Certified Counter Terrorism Practitioner course.
I think it ticks all the important boxes and if you are looking to add a growingly important string
to your security knowledge bow, I recommend you give it serious consideration.
I have included some details over the next few pages......
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CCTP CERTIFICATION SCOPE
The goal of this definition is to provide a “precise” summary of the CCTP Credential, this can include the why there is
a need for CCTP, its purpose, its goals, its scope and limitations.
The CCTP credential provides demonstrable proof of knowledge, skill and experience of defined areas within the scope
of practice for the Counter Terrorism Practitioner.
Counter Terrorism Practitioners carry out these activities for the purpose of mitigating the threat of terrorism, by
proving proactive measures to reduce the vulnerability of individuals and property to terrorist acts. It’s designed for
law enforcement, military and security professionals who are responsible for responding to the threat of terrorism on
a daily basis as part of their scope of work.
Earning a CCTP demonstrates your competency in 4 main domains: Terrorism fundamentals, threat identification,
Prevention and mitigation of the threat and Preparedness and response to terrorist act. By understanding the threat of
terrorism globally, the ability to identify the various threats and MO of the terrorist, the ability to assess the risk and
to incorporate in accordance of physical, manpower, process and technological protective measures in order to protect
people and properties, and the ability to prepare and response to terrorist act.

CCTP Domains
Domain 1: Terrorism fundamentals
Task 1: Understand and assess the threat of terrorism
• Define terrorism
• Terrorist objectives , strategy and ideology
• Causes of terrorism
• Motivating factors for terrorist
• Terrorist trends
• Type of terrorism
Task 2: Asses the threat posed by various terrorist organizations
• terrorist organization operations and tactics
• terrorist organization financing
• terrorist organisation operational structure
• Technology utilization
• Recruitment
• Radicalization
• Lone wolf
• Terrorist profile
Domain 2: Terrorism Threats Identification
Task 1: identify potential terrorist targets and assess their vulnerabilities
• Attack planning cycle
• Target selection
• Soft target and hard targets
• Terrorist tactics
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Task 2: Detection and responding to hostile surveillance and pre-attack indicators
• Surveillance and surveillance detection
• Hostile surveillance methods
• The adversary collection of Intelligence
• Physical signs of suspicious activity
• Detect hostile surveillance activities
• Incident handling
Task 3: Recognition and detection of terrorist modus of operandi
• Understand and assess the threat of bombs
• Understand and asses the threat of sharp edge weapons
• Understand and Assess the threat of ramming attack
• Understand and Asses the threat of kidnapping and hostage taking
• Understand and Asses the threat of the assignations
• Understand and Assess the threat of chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear threats
• Understand and Asses the threat of deliberate sabotage
• Understand and assess the threat of Assault and Raid attacks.
• Recognition and detection of weapons, dangerous substances and devices.
• Recognition of characteristics and behavioral patterns of persons who are likely to threaten
security
Domain 3: Prevention and mitigation of the threat
Task 1: Prepare and plan physical security program in accordance to the threats and risks
• The Security Concept
• Security Planning
• Security By Design
Task 2: Understand and assessing security measures to counter the terrorist threats
• physical means
• security technologies
• intelligence and threat indicators
• human factor
• Personnel security
• Security processes
Task 3: Leveraging intelligence
• Risk assessment
• Intelligence fundamentals and components
• Intelligence gathering methods and resources
• Security deployment in accordance to intelligence information
Domain 4: Preparedness and response to terrorist act
Task 1: Response to terror incident
• Emergency response plan (including emergency procedures).
• Active shooter and armed assault
• Improvised explosive device
• Suicide bomber
• Vehicle borne improvised explosive device
• Suspicious persons and packages
• Ramming attack
• Hostage taking
• Multiple/combination attacks
• Arson
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At TPSO magazine, we enthusiastically recommend
membership of a high quality security industry organisation,
for networking, mentoring and career development
opportunities. In this issue, Mike Hurst tells us about ASIS
International.....

ASIS

International, it is the global community of security professionals with 34,000
members, with 244 chapters established in 83 countries, although there are in fact
members in 140 countries: in 2018, we had a net growth of 1,000 members. As an
association, we develop Board recognised certifications, international standards and
guidelines, produce webinars (mostly free for members), run online communities enabling members to interact, ask
(and answer) questions and support career development. We also support research via the ASIS Foundation which also
offers scholarships to members seeking to further their education.
Something that may be of particular interest to the readers of TPSO is new Private Security Officer Selection and
Training (PSO) Guideline (ASIS PSO-2019) which ASIS has just produced. This provides recommendations for
establishing and managing a program for the selection and training of private security officers.
The Guideline, a revision of the ASIS PSO-2010, is critical to the private security industry employing millions of
security officers globally. Applicable to both proprietary and contract security, the guideline focuses on three key areas
of a private security officer selection and training program—its development, implementation, and improvement. The
framework comprises:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of policies and procedures
Assignment of roles and responsibilities
Allocation of resources to the program
Setting vetting and selection criteria
Private security officer training and competencies
Program evaluation and improvement

Banking and Financial Services
Commercial Real Estate
Crime Prevention
Crisis Management and Business
Continuity
Cultural Properties
Defense and Intelligence
Executive Protection
Fire and Life Safety
Food Defense and Agriculture
Security Gaming and Wagering
Protection
Global Terrorism, Political
Instability, & International Crime

• Healthcare Security
• Hospitality, Entertainment, & Tourism Security
• Human Threat Management
• Information Technology Security
• Intellectual Property
• Investigations
• Law Enforcement Liaison
• Military Liaison
• Petrochemical, Chemical, & Extractive Industry Security
• Pharmaceutical Security
• Physical Security
• Professional Development
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail Asset Protection
School Safety and Security
Security Applied Sciences Ad Hoc
Security Architecture and
Engineering
Security Services
Supply Chain and Transportation
Security
Utilities Security
Women in Security
Young Professionals
Critical Infrastructure Working
Group

ASIS members work across all sectors and the are several Councils / Communities which pool together subject
matter experts to share information and skills, produce good practice information and contribute to research and
educational initiatives. Currently these councils are:-

Certified Protection Professional (CPP®)
The Certified Protection Professional (CPP®) is considered the “gold
standard” for security management professionals. This certification
validates your knowledge in all areas of security management. Eligibility
requirements include 7-9 years of security experience and 3 years in
responsible charge of a security function.

Associate Protection Professional (APP)
The Associate Protection Professional (APP) designation provides
the first “rung” on the security manager’s career ladder. It is for those
with 1-4 years of security management experience and measures the
professional’s knowledge of security management fundamentals,
business operations, risk management, and response management.

Professional Certified Investigator (PCI®)
The professional Certified Investigator (PCI®) certification provides
demonstrable proof of an individual’s knowledge and experience in
case management, evidence collection, and preparation of reports and
testimony to substantiate findings. Requirements include a high school
diploma or GED equivalent and five years of investigations experience,
with at least two years in case management.
Physical Security Professional (PSP®)
The Physical Security Professional (PSP®) demonstrates your knowledge in physical security assessments, application, design, and integration of physical security systems, and implementation of security
measures. Eligibility requirements include a high school diploma, GED
equivalent, or associate degree AND six years of progressive experience
in the physical security field OR a Bachelor’s degree or higher AND
four years of progressive experience in the physical security field.
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What does ASIS do in the UK?

B

eing part of this global community is of great value to many members, but what do we offer in the UK? Well, there
are around 1,200 in the ASIS UK community and the volunteers who lead this work hard to support security
professional at all levels. Whether you are already established in your security career and looking to connect
with a trusted network of peers; looking to progress into a management or senior management role; transitioning from
the police or military; or are looking to develop the first steps in a security career then I’d encourage you to join and get
involved. www.asisonline.org/membership/join
ASIS UK runs quarterly seminars, with excellent speakers talking out key security topics, smaller CPE (Continuing
Professional Education) events regionally and runs events alongside some of the major security exhibitions and
conferences. We are leading the diversity agenda in the UK with Women in Security and Young Professionals groups and
in April 2019, organised a conference focussing on Diversity and Inclusion with speakers from the LGBT community.
This event, probably raised as many questions as it answered, but the response was fantastic.
ASIS UK is a long standing supported of the veterans’ mental health charity, PTSD Resolution and has raised both
money and awareness of the issues around this.
We also try to influence the debate around security and in the last few weeks, ASIS UK leaders have met with The
Home Office (Office of Security and Counter Terrorism), RISC (the UKs Security and Resilience Industry Suppliers
Community) and The Security Industry Authority and will be going in to see the Cabinet Office shortly.
Delivering value to members is at the core of all we do and if you would like learn more about us please visit our web
sites www.asisonline.org and www.asis.org.uk or email us at info@asis.org.uk

Mike Hurst CPP FIRP MSyI
Mike is a Director of HJA Fire & Security Recruitment and cofounder of AllSecurityEvents.com. He is the Vice Chairman of ASIS
International UK Chapter and a former Director of the Security
Institute. He also sits on the BSI GQ/3 Committee. Mike is an
Internationally respected and recognised thought leader and influencer
in the security arena.
mike@hja.co.uk
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A global community of 34,000
security professionals
www.asisonline.org / www.asis.org.uk
info@asis.org.uk
08000 502 208

ASIS INTERNATIONAL is the leading community of security professionals,
globally.
Members range from entry-level, through ex-police and military, to senior
managers and Chief Security Officers
We offer world leading security Certifications
•
including CPP, the ‘gold standard’ in security certification and
•
APP the new early career certification
ASIS writes international standards and guidelines inc. Private Security Officer (PSO) Guideline 2019
Members can interact via the ASIS Connects online forum
The volunteer-led ASIS UK community organises educational, networking and
charity events; represents our members to government and the profession Produces
an award winning Newsletter
Has active Young Professional and Women in Security groups
Is present at all major UK exhibitions
Upcoming ASIS events in the UK

www.asisonline.org/join

th

May 14
ASIS UK CPE Day, London
th
May 16
ASIS UK CPE Day, Chester
th
Summer Seminar, Hosted by Facebook
June 7
th
th
June 18 - 20
ASIS Lounge at IFSEC
th
August 14
ASIS UK CPE Day
rd
Autumn Seminar, Hosted by Amazon
September - 3
th
September 25
ASIS UK CPE Day, Leeds
More autumn / winter dates to follow
December 3rd – 4th
ASIS at International Security Expo
ASIS will also be exhibiting Total Security Summit, SiX and the Security TWENTY events.
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Who to Follow On Social Media?

May 2019.

S

ocial media can be a fantastic source of news, knowledge and even networking opportunities. Just recognise and
avoid the current torrent of, and I hate to use the term, “Fake News”...
Twitter tends to be the ‘go to’ source for up to date news and views. LinkedIn has a huge stockpile of articles
giving advice and guidance across the whole spectrum of Security. Facebook has a large number of interactive pages on
many security fields, giving you a chance to voice your opinion and hear the thoughts of others. Instagram has a huge
stockpile of people photographing their dinner or showing everybody how great they look in a mirror! (Very bitter.
Did you get banned again?......... Ed.)
For our purposes, Twitter and LinkedIn are the formats to get involved in, with the highest amount of industry
professionals out there, giving their valuable views and advice.
If I were you, I’d find and follow these people:-

Michael O’Sullivan

@ProSecurityMag
Co-Founder TPSO Magazine, worked UK security industry since 1989, many
different roles. Military experience French Foreign Legion Rapid Intervention
Force
https://twitter.com/ProSecurityMag

Paul Drury FSyI

@ChatbackSy
Security Pro & Vice Chairman and Fellow of @syinstitut
https://twitter.com/ChatbackSy

Philip Ingram MBE

@PhilipIngMBE
Freelance Norn Iron security, cyber, intelligence, terrorism & geopolitics
journalist. CBRN expert. Former senior intelligence & security officer. Usual
Caveats
https://twitter.com/PhilipIngMBE

Dan Kaszeta

@DanKaszeta
Life-long security and CBRN specialist. Veteran. Writer. Londoner. US-UK
Dual National.
https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta

Mike Hurst, CPP

@_MikeHurst
Disrupting paradigms. CPP®️Top 10 security influencer. MD - HJA Recruitment
https://twitter.com/_MikeHurst
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Andy Blackwell

@bsc_secure
Threat and Risk Consulting. Director @BSC, @3DAssurance. Advisor @
ISARRUK. Partners: @NCCGroupPlc @Redline_AvSec. fmr. Head of Security @
virginatlantic. SeMS
https://twitter.com/bsc_secure

Mike Gillespie

@Advent_IM_MD
Managing Director of Advent IM Ltd, Member of Select Committee on Cyber
Intelligence CSCSS
https://twitter.com/Advent_IM_MD

BrianSims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI

@RiskXtra
Brian Sims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI, Editor, Risk Xtra (Pro-Activ Publications)
https://twitter.com/RiskXtra

NBCC

@BusinessCrimeUK
The National Business Crime Centre is working with businesses and police to
reduce crime.
https://twitter.com/BusinessCrimeUK

Will Geddes

@willgeddes
Intl Security Specialist | Analyst for Press & Media | Cat Dad | Best-Selling
Author of: Parent Alert: How to Keep Your Kids Safe Online
https://twitter.com/willgeddes

ASIS UK CHAPTER

@ASIS_UK
With 35,000 members we are the global leader in security education,
certification network & standards,. Educate, Engage, Empower Xchange.
https://twitter.com/ASIS_UK

Dr. Alison Wakefield

@SyIChair
Dr Alison Wakefield FSyI, Chairman of the @SyInstitute, the UK’s largest
association for security professionals. See also @SyInstituteCE.
https://twitter.com/SyIChair
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Mahbubul Islam CSyP

@MahbubulCSyP
Director - The Security Institute. Chartered Security Professional who likes
to highlight that Cyber Security is a property of something else. Amputee and
proud.
https://twitter.com/mahbubulCsYP

Mark Tucknutt

@MarkTucknutt
Founder of Toren Consulting. Co-Chair of the SyI Built Environment Security
SIG. SQSS, SABRE CP and CA. Tweets do not reflect SyI positions.
https://twitter.com/marktucknutt

Nicola Whiting
@CyberGoGiver

CSO, Titania Ltd | Infosec Geek | ESTJ-A| Amazon Bestselling Author &
Speaker | Believes in Go-Giving | Is ActuallyAutistic
https://twitter.com/cybergogiver

Richard Bell

@securityspeak
Chief Operating Officer @TenIntelligence; global investigation and protection
group • Director @cybersimplified • @hyufc_official • @FootBellR (views are
mine)
https://twitter.com/securityspeak

Security Analyst

@Selyst
Managing Consultant at SRSRM, Member of the Security Institute. Can help
with that sticky security problem.
https://twitter.com/selyst

Stephen Mackenzie

@StephenFireRisk
Independent fire, security & resilience advisor. International innovator,
researcher & campaigner. Public speaker, media commentator & technical
author.
https://twitter.com/stephenfirerisk

Tony O Brien

Training and Development Specialist
Specialist in the field of security, safety and the management of conflict and
risk in organisations. Helping organisations develop solutions to their risk
management and conflict management processes.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyobriensecurity
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Bonnie Butlin

Co-Founder & Executive Director, Security Partners’ Forum & Expert Network
Member (Cybersecurity) @ World Economic Forum
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bonnie-butlin-560b2439/

Ellie Hurst ASyI

Cyber Security Consulting * Reducing the risk of cyber security incidents
through friendly, bespoke services & training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliehurst/

Nicholas Reed (ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH)
Head of Protective Services - passionate strategic risk, security, safety and
governance professional
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/

Rollo Davies MSyI

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
Editor of this new publication for FRONT LINE Security Professionals, always
passionate about security, in all its forms.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rollodavies

Grant Lecky MSc. CSyP, CBCP, CMCP, CORP

Training and Development Specialist
Editorial Board Member, Canadian Who’s Who and Expert Network Member
(Risk & Resilience) at the World Economic Forum.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/grantlecky

John Sephton MSyI

Account Director
Account Director and business continuity and risk professional. 18 years
experience in improving, managing and innovating security contracts. Leading,
mentoring and motivating large teams.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsephton

Peer Publishing Ltd

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
The magazine for FRONT LINE Security Professionals. Written by front line
Security Officers, it will have all the news, views, helpful info, product reviews,
good ideas and articles that YOU want to read.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpso
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Peter Houlis BA(Hons) CSyP, FSyl, CTSP

Chartered Security Professional Security Consultant, Director The Security
Institute
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-houlis-ba-hons-csyp-fsyl-ctsp-4548262/

Peter Jones

Chief Executive | Nineteen Group | International Organiser of Major-Scale
Trade Exhibitions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-jones-0b501010/

Dr Rachel Anne Carter, MSyI

Cyber Innovation; Manager and Co-Founder Journal of Terrorism & Cyber
Insurance; Insurance Director
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachelannecarter/

Dr Richard Diston DSyRM MSc CISSP CISA CRISC CGEIT

Cyber Security Instructor at Firebrand Training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit32a8021b/
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The Nightclub Security
Manual is a guide for venue
managers, security
managers and door
supervisors. It will take you
step by step through the
process of writing your
nightclub security policies
and procedures. For the
individual door supervisor,
it is a reference point when
looking for guidance or
information on any area of
nightclub security
operations. The book is
based on Tony’s many years’ experience in the nightclub security sector as
well as a decade spent training security staff across Ireland.
This book is your go to reference manual for all things nightclub security
related. Containing policies, procedures and all of the templates required
to produce your own comprehensive security manual for your venue.
“Mr. O’Brien brings his considerable experience to bear in this
comprehensive manual. A must have for any Owner, Manager, or Head of
Security working in the nightlife industry. Highly recommended.”
Miguel DeCoste, CPP (Host of The Tao of The Velv et Rope podcast)
“Mr. O’Brien’s ability to collect and share his in-depth analysis and
experiential knowledge throughout The Nightclub Security Manual is
exceptional for all individuals involved in nightlife operations. We strongly
endorse this manual as a building block for all venues. “
Zachary L. Rugen Owner, Senior Consultant Nightclub Security Services.

NOW AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.
www.securityoperative.ie
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Door Supervision
in 2019
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by Gina Lawrence

A

s I stood there, the roar of the crowded venue behind me, I looked at my colleague. Small, struggling to
communicate in English, a bulky bullet proof vest under his black jumper and visibly shaking with fright...…
Not only did his personality not match the job role, but furthermore, how was he going to protect the public
or myself if required? I did not feel safe and he was, quite literally, a standing target. I spent most of the night
protecting him. Was this fair on the gentleman in question? The venue we were there to protect? Myself? The answer is
no – my question to you is this, what is the point of having numbers on the doors, if half the numbers are not suited to
the job at hand? As a security manager, I am proud to stand beside all of my brothers and sisters in black – regardless
of rank, race, religion or sexual orientation. The role we chose as our career choice is not without risk, our characters
must be strong, versatile and our communication skills are paramount yet in my experience, I have been teamed with
opposites of these characteristics.

We all know the type that believes that they are superheroes, can take on anyone…”I jumped through a burning
building, fought twenty blokes and rescued a couple kids.”…Sure you did, Rambo. Yet typically, they are the first to
disappear, in my experience. Violence only breeds more violence, words generally speak louder than actions, and
I pride myself on rarely having to result to force to protect those I am employed to protect. So if you’ve joined the
industry purely to “fight and act tough” then you need to get out of it. This is a profession to be proud of, not Thugs’R’us.
Now, do not get me wrong, I’m not the greatest Door Supervisor, nor is it my full time branch of security. It’s purely
something that I enjoy doing from time to time and I have worked the doors for several years across the UK. Security in
general is my passion, something that lights a fire in me. So yes,
I may have high standards as a manager, however if I see that
spark in you, I will always have your back, guide and train you
to reach your full potential. Which is probably more that you
think! Titles are absolutely meaningless. Integrity, honesty…..
they are the ones that make you something special. Each one
of us has the capability to make a difference.
As a Door Supervisor, you have a duty of care to those in
your venue, including the bar team and your own. You
should never take unnecessary risks or anything that could
put your team in danger. Remember the reason that we are
there in the first place. If I hear the statement “We are only
here due to insurance”, I may actually flip. Some companies,
may in fact be doing that, however stop devaluing yourself,
you’re more than that. It is our job to show people our worth.
My first experience on doors, I saw a woman get her eye ripped
out with a stiletto heel by another woman. It was…...well, an
eye opener. I was lucky that my first Head Doorman was a
decent man and he taught me the ropes. Although, even after
all this time, I am still learning. It is important to remember
that every shift is different, so do not take things for granted.
It is always tricky to learn what your venue is like, however I
would suggest getting to know it, inside and out. When you
first arrive at a venue or indeed any site, it is paramount to
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first seek out the manager looking after the event. Communication is what builds a trusting relationship. Without that
trust, you have nothing, which will open up all varieties of problems in the future. And I do not mean the fact that
some DS have no idea how to use a radio…do not even get me started. Once you have built a report with that
manager, they shall tell what they are looking for, however also be aware that you are trained in security,
and that they are not (Again, do not get me started). So do your internal and external perimeter checks.
Protect this property like it was your home.
There are many things that DS and general security officers do, that they keep to themselves and
most definitely try to hide from their managers. A fact that I have always found amusing, given that
I will most probably have done them myself! We are still humans you know. Well most of us. Of
course there are parts of a DS’s role that are dangerous, restraining people that are generally under
the influence, whether that is alcohol or drugs, so their common sense has flown right out of the
window. Throughout my career I have been spat on, punched, slapped, kneed, ran over with a
car, threatened with needles, guns, knives, screwdrivers. I even had one man threaten to slash his
wrists and spray me with his AID blood. One particular time I had to deal with a drug dealer, she
had so many different concoctions in her bag, that when I had no choice but to get physical, I ended
up in hospital due to the amount of drug fumes that I had inhaled. I was bed ridden for several days.
Another time, one of my team officers had been bitten, the skin had been broken, and so I had to take him
to hospital. I sat with him all night in A&E as he went through his tests. He had to wait two weeks to see
whether he had been infected with HIV, luckily he had not. I can only imagine that must have been a
terrifying experience for him.
I think that is what frustrates me; people have this assumption of Door supervisors that
needs to change. We face so much for so little pay. We risk our lives, not only on the
doors but away from work. As some, who we may have had to deal with, find
us on social media. I’ve had to change facebook accounts, twitter, etc.
Now I keep my family on a private forum so nobody can reach
out to them. The risks involved extend to so much more than
a shift, and although some DS may not be the standard that I
would desire, they are most definitely worthy of respect.

Gina Lawrence
Gina is an Operational Security Manager originally from Yorkshire.
She moved south in order to pursue her dreams. She is also a published
author in the Fantasy/Supernatural/History genres.
With a firm grounding in several front line security roles, she has risen
to excel in numerous operational management positions over the last few
years.
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“Money Matters,
You Matter”

Julian Leslie
accountants

A complete and wide range of services
in the areas of Accounting, Taxation
and Consultancy to limited companies,
sole proprietorships, partnerships and
individuals.
•
•
•
•

Accounting, Bookkeeping and Payroll
Business Start Up
Compliance Service
Taxation

For professional, personal advice contact
Julian Leslie today

07703 172 009
www.julianleslie.com
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The Day Horror
Struck
New Zealand

by Jason Sexton

On 15 March 2019, alleged offender Brenton
Tarrant (currently before the courts) opened
fire on worshippers inside two mosques
- Masjid Al Noor and Linwood Masjid in
Christchurch, New Zealand. As a result, 50
people were killed and about the same again
injured.

The complexity of this attack is unique, with elements
such as the style of weapons used, cross-Tasman ties,
white supremacist ideologies and the fact the incident
was live streamed. This would have been especially
difficult and alarming to New Zealand and its people,
who until this point, had been free from terror.
The worldwide reaction has been universal condemnation
of the attack and an outpouring of support for the New
Zealand community. New Zealand’s Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern has been widely praised for her words
and reactions, quickly labelling this incident a terrorist
attack and promptly raising New Zealand’s threat level
to high, for the first time in the country’s history.
Considering the scope of this terror attack, there are
several critical components and lessons to take away –
for all businesses and governments.

Disclaimer:
The following is an opinion piece compiled using historical knowledge of New Zealand and the public
information available such as the event video, media coverage and government documents. The intent is to
provide a summary of the incident and identify some key lessons.
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Safe Haven – How safe is safe?
New Zealand, until this attack, was widely considered a haven from extremist ideas and actions. While there have
always been elements of extreme political or religious views, New Zealand has generally steered clear of being too
deeply involved in others affairs. The country has also been generous in its in-take of foreigners, promoting a very
multicultural society. Ethnicity has continued to become more diverse over time. All major ethnic groups continued
to increase based on census data, and the way New Zealand embraces culture has been seen in the time following
the Christchurch attack. After the incident, there were countless posts and quotes from people describing the safety
and inclusion New Zealand had provided, the sense of community and the ability to enjoy many freedoms. However,
the Security Intelligence Service has always warned against complacency in thinking New Zealand was immune, but
certain political parties (e.g. The Greens) had dismissed the idea there are people linked to international terrorism
within the population.
New Zealand was also a haven for firearm ownership. Several categories of firearms licences exist allowing for a wide
array of weaponry to be purchased and kept. The country has had mass shootings and significant law and order incidents,
but these have not been disproportionate to the threat level or activity taking place (such as the Napier Siege in 2009).
Deaths caused by firearms have been 11 or less year on year between 2007 and 2016 for example. Police reported a rate
of seven deaths for every one million people from 2017-2018, and the country’s murder rate dropped to a 40-year low.

Police on alert.
Three recent firearms incidents in the Canterbury region (which includes Christchurch) where Police were allegedly
fired on, or fired upon someone else, resulted in the District Commander issuing a directive that all front-line officers
be armed from the 23rd of February. This directive was rescinded on the 3rd of March after a key suspect was arrested.
New Zealand Police are not routinely armed, although there has been an increase in availability of weapons over recent
years. Like the UK, the societal view is widely held that Police should not be routinely armed. District Commanders can
issue a directive to routinely arm, where operational safety requirements dictate. Else, firearms tend to be in lockboxes
inside vehicles that front-line officers can access. Police are now keeping a record of the amount of times firearms are
being presented, with the Police Union reporting Officers are coming across them daily.
Those who hold extreme views have been in New Zealand for a long time (for example the National Front, a far-right
movement). New Zealand, like the rest of the world, is experiencing the ‘technological age’ – where anyone can access
almost anything at any time. It is almost impossible to police every facet of the internet and this allows criminals to
push their influence and extremists to get in touch with supporters.
In relation to response, New Zealand Police carry the responsibility for counter terrorism activities in the country and
the STG (Special Tactics Group) are the full-time response branch who deploy for those sorts of incidents. They are
closely supported by other specialist Police units and the New Zealand Defence Force (e.g. for bomb disposal).
An interesting point in the researched articles discussing gangs, guns and police, is the fact that New Zealanders do not
want the Police routinely armed, and that there was no public opinion that firearms licensing should be changed prior
to the attack.

The Attack.
At least 300 people were gathered inside the Al Noor mosque for Friday afternoon prayer. Just before 1:40pm local
time, it is alleged that Brenton Tarrant started a livestream, including on Facebook, where he explained details of his
manifesto that he had published online, indicating that he intended to carry out an attack. At 1:40pm, Tarrant entered
the Al Noor mosque armed with a shotgun and began firing on worshippers. Police received calls about an incident
occurring very quickly. In the stream, Tarrant indiscriminately shoots people in the Mosque, stopping only to reload
for a moment and to get another weapon. Tarrant then exits into the street, shooting at passers-by before getting back
into his car and driving away.
Police arrive to the first scene after 6 minutes and initiate their response. This includes arming responding officers,
setting up cordons, sending armed police to the major hospital and activating the Armed Offenders Squad and Special
Tactics Group. Misinformation starts to spread as media reports that there could be multiple shooters. It is believed
Tarrant drives to the Linwood Mosque where he shoots more worshippers, before a member of that Mosque engages
Tarrant by throwing an electronic payment machine at him. This may have proved a big enough distraction, as Tarrant
then leaves.
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As he flees, specialist officers who were training in Christchurch for armed offenders had heard of the incident and
deployed. As they already had their equipment, they responded quickly. Two of these officers took a car along the roads
on the outskirts of town where they located a suspicious vehicle, with a driver matching the description of Tarrant. A
source from the Police told media that the two officers undertook a dynamic risk assessment on the spot and decided
the threat was so great immediate action was required. They engaged a pursuit and rammed the suspect vehicle, taking
it off the road. The officers have drawn sidearms and approached the vehicle, pulling Tarrant from the passenger side
and arrested him, bringing the incident to a halt 36 minutes after it began. Two improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
were located on a vehicle not far from the Al Noor Mosque and are disarmed by the Defence Force. In total 50 people
were killed and about the same again injured.

Uniqueness of Attack.
This terrorist attack was unique for several reasons:
• The attacker was Australian based, prompting raids on two properties in New South Wales.
• Most of the incident was live streamed.
• The attacker had an arsenal of weapons in his possession including rifles, shotguns, ammunition, fuel
containers and IEDs.
• The attacker was able to carry out mass shootings in two locations.
• The attacker had deployed the IEDs.
• Specialist Police were training nearby, allowing for quick deployment.
• Police were on scene after 6 minutes, with the offender in custody (and not killed) after 36 minutes.

Credit: Photo from New Zealand Police. A graphical timeline.
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The lessons.
Though there will be many more outcomes as the investigation and court case continues, these are some key learnings
that can be considered immediately:
Run, Hide, Fight. (This differs from UK advice of: “Run, Hide, Tell”......... Ed.)
A simple message that can be easily recalled is important to surviving critical incidents.
Empower First Responders.
Any person that is on the front line could be a first responder. Leaders of a congregation, Security Officers, or Emergency
Workers could all face situations where fast action is needed.
The two police officers who arrested the attacker decided in the heat of the moment to bring it to an end. There could
have been all manner of policy, procedure and risk reasons not to, but when you are in the moment and the situation
is constantly changing, those people on the ground need to be able to act.

Technology.
Technology continues to be a major player in these incidents. On one hand it enables wider connection, faster reporting
and a wealth of information. On the other hand, it removes social norms and drives an underworld offering a place for
dark or criminal thoughts and behaviours to manifest. Training and educating people (in schools, at work, etc.) on the
benefits and concerns is paramount, as is having clear policy on its use.
Emergency Services cannot always protect you.
In 6 minutes, the worst massacre in New Zealand had already taken place, the threat was on the move and Police were
only just arriving. That is a very timely response, however a lot of damage was already done.
You need to act to protect yourself, your colleagues, friends, family and your business.
It won’t happen to us!
If anything, this attack has shown that the mentality ‘it won’t happen to us’ is flawed. This attack has impacted an entire
country, if not several others as well.
Pause and consider the impacts to the wider community. The businesses next door. The schools. Hospitals. There are
so many people an incident like this affects.
We must not look locally for our safety. We must look globally.
Our thoughts go out to all those who were impacted by this terrible event.

References:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/110911272/christchurch-shooting-life-for-police-more-dangerous-than-ever
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/trump-new-zealand-jacinda-ardern-liberal-politics-democracy-a8442561.html
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article5996
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/17/world/asia/new-zealand-shootings-police-response.html
https://www.news.com.au/world/pacific/christchurch-mosque-shooting-how-new-zealand-police-tracked-alleged-gunmanmoments-after-massacre/news-story/51c1818b5f6e5771e46b38bda1197ede
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The View from Down Under

Regulation of The Australian Security Industry

by Stephen Peterson

G

reetings from Australia! On the surface, it is not so different here to England. It’s the little things that tend to
draw the attention of someone from England; Vegemite trumps Marmite and football is often referred to as
“soccer”. (Deranged colonials!........ Ed.)

Through English eyes, security in Australia is not quite as prolific as it is in the major English cities. There is less public
space surveillance and generally there appears to be less of a need for security because Australian society is, broadly
speaking, more relaxed. However, there is a significant presence of security personnel who mind the entrances to
bars and clubs. Furthermore, expect to encounter a very professional high profile security presence at large public
gatherings such as airports, in Australia.
As an expat who was integrally involved with the UK Security Industry for many years, I remember well the advent
and somewhat difficult roll-out of the Security Industry Authority (SIA) in 2003. The implementation of the SIA left
huge swathes of Security Officers wondering if they would receive their new-fangled, mandatory security license in
time. They questioned their capacity to continue to work without a license, and they were worried that they would not
be able to maintain their livelihood as a consequence. Looking back, there was an air of ineptitude about the entire
introduction of the SIA and its licensing regime. It frustrated and worried many.
The name of the body which regulates and oversees the Australian Security Industry is called the Australian Security
Industry Association Limited or ASIAL. Interestingly, for such a young country, the ASIAL has been established a
relatively long time – longer than the SIA. In fact, 2019
marks the fiftieth anniversary of the ASIAL since it
was founded in 1969. Celebrations for the fiftieth year
are being kept quite low key but do include a special
commemorative video, featuring members. ASIAL
members have also been invited to a gala dinner which
is being held at Sydney Town Hall later this year. I’ve no
doubt that both these initiatives will be a great success.
I wanted to get under the hood of the ASIAL a bit more,
and as good fortune would have it, I was offered a special
opportunity to meet with Bryan de Caires, the Chief
Executive Officer of the ASIAL. This would be a chance
to discover how the approach between Australian and UK
regulation deviated.
Although in title it would appear that there is a great affinity between the ASIAL and the SIA, there is a key difference
between the two entities, and that is this; the ASIAL is an organisation that is funded by its members. Unlike the
SIA, it is not a quango that is funded directly by the taxpayer. This having been said, it does work closely with several
governmental bodies to promote certain conditions and practices, as we shall see.
There are around eight to ten thousand security companies operating in Australia and between them they employ
between 120,000 and 130,000 licensed security personnel (around 100,000 of which are Security Officers). To bring
some further perspective to this, the number of security personnel in Australia is around the same as its police force
and military combined. Compared to the 240,000 or so (360,000+ in fact.......Ed.) security staff employed in the UK this
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might seem small, but one should remember that the total UK population is almost two and a half times larger than
that of Australia.
The ASIAL was the brainchild of around ten to thirty key security executives and company owners. Although these
individuals and their businesses were in competition, they collectively acknowledged the need to address common
industry issues that were affecting them all. From those humble beginnings, the ASIAL has grown significantly. Today
it has over 2,600 members.
Because it operates as an advocacy group for the security industry to promote best practice and maintain professional
standards, the ASIAL is integral to developing guidelines and codes of practice. These have resulted in new technical
standards for the security industry. The ASIAL also provides input on a range of government plans and regulation. To
this end it has become the voice of the Australian security industry in state and federal government.
The ASIAL insists its member companies form part of a robust supply chain which operates to ensure security staff
are properly remunerated. Buyers of security have a legal responsibility to ensure they are paying a security company
enough to sustain a high level of service and fulfil minimum rates of pay. Minimum rates of pay are prescribed by an
organisation called The Fair Work Ombudsman. The minimum rate of pay for a security officer across Australia is
around $22 per hour (£12.00) (Hey UK Government! Are you hearing this?????.........Ed.). In addition, extra payments
(or penalty rates as they are called) are made for those that work weekends, or otherwise provide services out of normal
working hours. By working with the authorities and policing government minimum wage standards, the ASIAL ensures
that security companies are also afforded the opportunity to earn a profit. Clients are ultimately happy too, since they
receive a service that meets minimum standards.
Bryan went on to explain that there is quite a flexible attitude towards the working hours and schedule of a Security
Officer in Australia. Notwithstanding some corporate security assignments, many security requirements tend to flex
in line with demands. Events, concerts, sporting occasions and other sporadic requirements tend to make up a great
deal of the security work that is on offer to employees. As a consequence, surprisingly, many security officers are not
employed full time. For some it is a second job, although for a fair proportion full time work is available.
Security tech companies also form part of the ASIAL family, and the use of technology is increasingly playing a
significant part in the day to day working shifts of security provision. For example, robots are starting to become
commonplace. They patrol premises like shopping malls and when they encounter an incident, a human response is
invoked, so that a Security Officer can investigate. Similarly, drones are becoming more and more prevalent; they are
particularly useful for identifying those who are committing graffiti, Bryan explained.
Because the ASIAL represents both security companies and also the individuals who have an interest or work in the
security sector, it has to work tirelessly to ensure both types of stakeholders are given opportunities to develop and
upskill. For example, for individuals, there is a recognition program to foster professionality. This allows employees
to progress their careers and be recognised by employers, peers and end users. This is a refreshing, joined up and
progressive approach which sends a clear message to the end user of security that there is an industry organisation
which promotes and oversees solidarity and high standards between individuals and businesses alike.
Arguably, the ASIAL is a more effective body than the SIA. Without the shackles of government directly influencing
how it conducts its strategies, it is free to offer the best support to all types of stakeholders. Concurrently, it works
closely with federal government to utilise political instruments to ensure, for example, that buyers of security are
culpable for contracts where not enough is paid to allow for correct remuneration to staff. This approach to policing
contract pricing tends to avoid a ‘race to the bottom’ costing frenzy in which the ultimate loser is actually the very client
that is trying to save money - the appointment of the cheapest security provider will rarely result in a wholesome, long
term service.
As my time at the ASIAL drew to a close, I came to appreciate that a key vision of the ASIAL is the promotion of
healthy long term relations between Security Officers and Security Companies, and between Security Companies and
end users. They have made significant progress to this end and will no doubt be ushering in their 51st year with both
optimism and a spring in their step.
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Customer Service and Crime Prevention:
A Converged Approach
by Rob Kennedy BA(Hons) MSyI

The role of the security officer often requires great customer service skills that contribute to not only meeting, but
also exceeding the customer and client expectations. Every day we see examples of this shared on social media that
evidences fantastic work across the industry as a whole. Great customer service skills are undoubtedly
a key attribute that every security officer should possess. We have all received some sort of customer
service training at some point in our careers. This may have been delivered by customer service
experts and most likely it was very fluffy. As part of the SIA Security Officer and Door Supervisor
qualifications this is touched upon briefly. The SIA qualifications do however acknowledge
that the pro-active use of customer service can reduce frustration, which in turn prevents
frustration leading to anger, which leads to aggression then violence. The links between
customer service and conflict management are obvious. However, what about the links
between customer service and crime prevention? What about the impact customer service
can have with regards to countering the threat of terrorism?
Security models are designed to influence the behaviour of would be criminals. The security
model recommended by Mark Button in his excellent book entitled ‘Doing Security’ (well
worth the investment) utilises Luke’s three-dimensional model of power applied to security
to influence ‘malefactor behaviour’ (criminal behaviour). Within this model the Second and
First dimensions highlight the importance of enhancing the human element. This model also
incorporates the use of social deterrence methods and situational measures to refocus malefactor
behaviour. Situational methods will include Situational Crime Prevention (SCP) and Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) as described in my previous article in
Edition 2 of TPSO. The ‘human element’ within this model obviously refers to the security
officer, I would imagine a motivated professional security officer is the expectation
of this model. Customer service skills form part of the security officers’ role and
responsibilities with this being of particular importance to ensuring an
effective layer of security. The reasoning behind this will hopefully be
explained within the remainder of this article.
Hostile reconnaissance against the venues, assets and areas that
we as security professionals secure, is undertaken by both
terrorists and criminals. This will entail numerous visits
to the locations guarded by security during the planning
stages of criminal or terrorist activities. How many visits
I hear you ask? Psychologists have researched ‘Human
Spatial Mapping’ and determined that the average
person requires between 4 to 7 visits to a location
to imprint a map within the brain. This is usually
mapped when we visit a new shopping centre, sports
ground or such and our thought processes store the
relevant information that we need to know, such
as how to get to the place that sells the best coffee,
beer, burgers, handbags etc. This also applies to
criminals and terrorists when conducting hostile
reconnaissance. For the purpose of this article
lets assume that criminals and terrorists will visit
locations numerous times (a minimum of 4 visits
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is the lowest needed for the average person to imprint a map onto the brain) whilst conducting hostile reconnaissance.
This provides the security model and the human elements within this model i.e. the security officer, numerous
opportunities to influence the behaviour of would-be criminals and terrorists. This may deter the would-be criminals
and terrorists from carrying out their act all together, or influence their decision to choose a softer target.
Customer service combined with basic criminology can then be utilised to enhance the safety within the environments
we operate within. Routine Activity Theory argues that three factors are required to enable crimes to be committed; a
motivated offender, a suitable target and the absence of a capable guardian (security officer). A security officer displaying
great customer service skills across numerous interactions with the public would demonstrate a professional motivated
individual i.e. a capable guardian. This would potentially take away one of the factors required for crime to flourish.
Rational Choice Theory (also explained in issue 2) argues that criminals and terrorists make rational choices and
decisions to ensure the success of their activities. This is where we as security professionals can influence the choices
and decisions that the potential criminal/terrorist makes. During the hostile reconnaissance phase when crimes and
terrorist activities are being planned, those conducting such activity are often under acute mental stress, often due to
the risk of being discovered. Such low-level indicators that would display this include:
















Fear & Anxiety
Stimming, nail biting etc
Clock watching
Avoiding places where people are
Avoiding eye contact with personnel
Hesitation or indecision when entering a security or check point
Exaggerated yawning (as the brain needs more oxygen when under stress)
Subconscious traits
Giggling
Touching the face
Head turning (panning)
Exaggerated body movements
Whistling
Attention to detail
Rubbing or wringing hands

This is when the human element within the security model can be effective in influencing the rational choices made
by would be criminals/terrorists. This can be done by utilising customer service skills by approaching any individuals
that are displaying such low-level indicators. The approach will clarify to the security officer if the situation needs to
be escalated (your gut feeling should always be trusted) and influence the would be criminal/terrorist. Considering
the acute mental stress that the potential criminal/terrorist is experiencing, will an interaction with a security officer
amplify this? There is a strong likelihood that the individual will believe that he/she has been detected. This then
provides the criminal/terrorist with a decision to be made; do they cease their plans altogether or target a different
location? Customer service is therefore another layer of security that can be utilised to support the security model and
Defence in Depth (DiD)
In summary, hopefully this article has provided a different perspective to the purpose of customer service. In my
opinion the professional security officer should utilise this as a tool to enhance security and safety. Customer service
skills utilised correctly can save lives and protect assets. This is done by influencing the behaviour of would be criminals
and terrorists. The objective to deny hostile reconnaissance from gaining intelligence by using customer service as an
effective layer of security to deter and detect criminal activity is nothing new, sadly most that deliver customer service
training do not have the ability to link this together.
As security professionals we can change this.
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Model for Security at
Nodal Level
Define the Problem

Monitor problem and
effectiveness of system

What needs to be protected?

Regular assessment of metrics

What are the risks, their status and
consequences?

Active Learning

Quantify and prioritise risks

Tweaking the problem and
system

Understand malefactors
likely tactics

Developing a system
tailored to the problem
Apply metrics
Develop system
Align systems to broader strategy
Apply ROI where appropriate
Monitoring and evaluating
implementation

Strategy should be designed with Three Dimensions in Mind
Third Dimension
Changing malefactors’ behaviour
Refocusing the behaviour of malefactors
Second and First Dimension
Making the Security System effective
Enhancing the Human Element
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“Why do you never tell us
what happened…?”
by Mark Burtonwood

W

hen people realise that one of my responsibilities is to lead the SIA’s Intelligence Team, I’m often asked
why we don’t let people know what happened as a result of information they may have told us. It’s a really
good question and one that worries me because it is important people know their information doesn’t just
disappear into a black hole and get ignored, discouraging some people from passing on information in the future.

I want to reassure the readers of TPSO that we value all information passed on to us and that everything is assessed
to establish what it is telling us about real or emerging threats that puts our regulation, the industry, buyers, or the
public at risk. Of course sometimes a single piece of information may not be the full story, which is why we have an
Intelligence Team made up of people who can develop information further, and carry out research and analysis to not
only give us a bigger picture, but also a much richer picture.
As you would expect we receive lots of information from a wide range of sources, including our intelligence partners
such as the police and other regulators, the industry and in fact anyone else who feels they need to tell us something.
We do try to make it as easy as possible to pass information to us the most common ways being through our website or
CrimeStoppers and during the last business year we processed almost 5,000 pieces of information.
Our Intelligence Team works to National Intelligence Model (NIM) principles, which are used by many organisations.
We regularly look to ensure our ways of working are still current and suitable to meet our needs. Anyone who has
worked in an intelligence environment will know that it isn’t a static process and we have a dynamic ‘intelligence cycle’
firmly embedded in what we do.

The Intelligence Cycle
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A key component of the cycle is planning and directing what we do as a result of what our analysis tells us, and there
are a number of options available to us. We can create a case to be allocated to one of our field or office based teams
to enquire into the matter, or it may be that we need to pass the information onto another agency or regulator who is
better placed to deal with it. If the information is about an individual licence holder it will be passed to our Decisions
Team when appropriate.
The information we receive isn’t used just to identify when things are not good, we also use it to get a better understanding
of the environment we regulate in and any changes that may be happening in the industry. Our Intelligence Team is in
the process of preparing our Strategic Threat Assessment, which will provide a longer term view of what lies ahead. To
do this we are also constantly reviewing the outcomes of what we do and feeding that back into the intelligence cycle
process.
Our aim is to work with businesses and individuals to help them achieve compliance, but invariably sometimes we
need to resort to prosecution. Many readers will have seen the results of court cases we publish following the work
of our Criminal Investigation Team. Very often those cases start because of a simple piece of information, which may
actually be the missing piece of the jigsaw for us. Consequently, all information is valuable to us and what may seem
unimportant by some, may be relevant to the SIA.
No doubt some of the people who have passed information to us related to the criminal cases we have publicised,
will put two and two together and know they have played an important part in helping make the industry better and
things safer. It is also important to point out that we do make sure that any information we receive cannot be attributed
anyone. We do this throughout the entire process with our Intelligence Team being the only ones who see the source
of information. All this may sound a little like a John Le Carre spy novel but nothing could be further from the truth. I
often say that we are the SIA and not the CIA, which is why people may wonder why we can’t tell them what happened
with their information.
The reality is we are not able to provide specifics of any ongoing investigation and often it may be lots of little pieces
of information that when joined together, result in us taking action, rather than a single submission. However, we do
have plans in the near future to publish a list of ongoing investigation cases when they meet certain criteria, for example
before any criminal charges are laid and when there is a need to protect the public. We also plan to publish what we
are interested in knowing or feel we should know more about.
I hope this article helps to provide some explanation as to why we can’t always provide updates when we are passed
information and gives reassurance that we value the information we receive as it is crucial to informing how we do
business. I also hope it is shows that we are continually reviewing our processes making sure we are as transparent and
as accessible as possible.
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the Security Institute.
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TPSO Magazine Meets The SIA

T

here has seemingly been a growing discontent among rank and file security industry workers when it
comes to our regulatory body, the Security Industry Authority. TPSO has heard horror stories about
licence appeals taking months to deal with, licences being suspended despite no Police action being taken
against the holders, and numerous other issues ranging from an inconvenience to career destroying.

The SIA has told us that it is well aware of many problems and it is making efforts to adapt and improve it’s service.
We wanted to find out for ourselves and put some of your questions to senior SIA management, so when Mark
Burtonwood, Deputy Director of SIA Operations invited TPSO to SIA Headquarters, to get an overview of what
they do on a daily basis, and for discussions, we very enthusiastically excepted.
On Monday April 29th, Mike O’Sullivan arrived at the SIA with an open mind, a sharpened pencil and some questions,
provided by our readers. Here are the official written responses to our questions:
TPSO: Why does the appeal process take so long?
We receive appeals against refusals of licence applications as well as the suspension or revocation of licences and licence
conditions. We review all incoming appeals on a daily basis in order to take urgent action on suspension cases since this
is when licence holders are prevented from working.
Due to the volume of appeals that we receive we cannot always respond immediately. We are often dependent on
other parties when dealing with cases and obtaining character references, especially when we have requests for further
evidence, can be time consuming. However, we have been making good progress in reducing the time taken to consider
appeals as a result of better separation of the different types of appeal and allocating accordingly.
At the start of 2019 we had almost 400 appeals to review, this had been reduced to 100 at the end of April. We currently
have less than 40 appeals that were received prior to March 2019 and all of these cases are assigned to dedicated case
owners.
TPSO: Why not consider a driving licence style badge with categories on the back instead of having to carry
several licences?
This does sound like an interesting idea and one that would allow operatives to demonstrate levels of experience.
Our current legislation does not differentiate between levels of experience or seniority.
We are however actively looking at how Continuous Professional Development opportunities could be recognised
within a commonly recognised framework of achievement.
TPSO: If a person makes a false allegation against you, why suspend immediately instead of after an investigation
takes place?
We apply our published suspension criteria which is found at page 47 of Get Licensed. We appreciate that each time we
take the decision to suspend a licence that it has a significant impact on the licence holder. If a decision has not yet been
made by the relevant prosecuting authorities whether to charge the individual with an offence, then the suspension
must be authorised by a Senior Manager.
Whenever we do suspend a licence we invite the licence holder to make representations to us and we prioritise
consideration of these representations given the impact that the decision has on the licence holder.
However, when there is an ongoing Police investigation into an alleged serious violent or sexual offence, or one that
relates to the safeguarding of children, then we must consider the threat posed to public safety or whether it is in the
public interest to suspend the licence during the Police investigation.
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TPSO: The SIA seems to police Door Supervisors. Why so little checking of other front line workers?
We think that we appropriately “police” all the sectors that we regulate, this is certainly what we strive to do. There are
a number of factors that lead to this, the way that we regulate the different sectors and the way we report our activity.
Our approach is focused on risk and intelligence led, we also look to work in partnership. Our largest sectors are security
guarding and door supervision. Intelligence about door supervisor activities arises from a high level of interaction
between this sector and the public and partners. The level of interaction with the public for this sector also raises the
potential risk to the public. For these reasons, we do carry out inspections of this sector more than other sectors that
we regulate.
Where problems are identified in the door supervisor sector they are often around the particular operatives or venues
rather than their employer. This leads to operations in towns (if we are checking one venue it is usually worthwhile us
checking neighbouring venues whilst we are on the ground). This type of activity we can publicise because it doesn’t
point to a particular individual or business.
Where we have intelligence about the manned guarding sector it is more likely to be business specific and this will lead
us to taking up the matter with the business. We don’t usually publicise these cases because it will relate to a specific
business rather than a town centre. It may not even need an inspection of front line staff, we may be able to resolve the
matter by dealing directly with the business or customers of the business.
We do undertake inspections in other sectors. In the past couple of years we have done work a considerable amount
of work looking at construction sites, for example. For other manned guarding sectors, in the last few months we have
also undertaken a random inspection of CViT staff at a cash handling centre and also inspected a CCTV monitoring
station in relation to a case we are dealing with.
We also do quite a significant amount of work ensuring ACS applicant businesses are fit and proper. The majority of
these businesses are in the guarding sector, so we often engage with these businesses and look into them but they would
not necessarily be part of an inspection (even though we may carry out an inspection of particular operatives that they
deploy, these are not reported under operational activity on the website).
The following prosecution cases are good examples of our activity outside of the door supervision sector:
Showtime Security Limited director guilty of supplying unlicensed security
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=625
Security guard who committed identity theft and fraud jailed for five months
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=636
Wiltshire security boss who deceived school for 12 years by supplying unlicensed guards
pleads guilty (Taghna Security Services)
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=644
East London security bosses sentenced for supplying unlicensed guards to Upton Park
development
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=646
Disqualified security boss prosecuted again for working without a licence (Mick Ryan - who
was working as an unlicensed manager/supervisor of S.G’s)
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=665
Guard International
www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/Pages/about-news.aspx?newsid=662
TPSO: The communication issue! Why are people with such a poor grasp of spoken English being licensed, when
they need to deal effectively with emergency situations?
Within the qualification there is a minimum requirement that a learner completing a licence-linked qualification must
have. This is Level 1 speaking, listening, reading and writing. It is the responsibility of the training centre who has
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registered the learner to ensure their learners meet this requirement and this is then quality assured by the appropriate
Awarding Organisation.
Training centres are expected to retain evidence of how they checked this for every learner and provide it to the
Awarding Org if/when requested.
We have completed two research pieces into concerns raised around English language levels and both concluded this
was not a major issue in the industry as a whole (but there were of course isolated cases).
There have been occasions where people have been tested on English language ability. In most cases the learner passes
the test, but there have been occasions where we have taken licences away from people due to their lack of English skills.
We have begun a series of unannounced visits to training centres and tasked the assessors with speaking to learners on
courses to establish English skills. No serious concerns have been raised so far.
It is important to note that difficulty in English can be due to a variety of other things such as accent, tone, words used,
hearing issues of individuals and not just an inability of a licence-holder to speak English. It is also the responsibility of
the employer to ensure any security staff they deploy is able to complete all tasks for their assignment (of which English
language may be one).
TPSO: Is there any plan to reinstate the telephone helpline?
We do have a business support telephone line, however we find that the vast majority of applicants and licence holders
communicate with us through their account or through methods available on our website. We also allow people to
request us to call them.
TPSO: Why don’t the SIA ‘mystery shop’ training venues?
We have started a programme of unannounced visits. Between Jan – Mar 19 25 have been conducted and all actions
raised followed up with the relevant Awarding Organisations and training centres. We are not prepared to do a ‘mystery
shop’ due to the need to hand over ID as part of the course – we cannot expect people to use their own ID for the issue
of their personal safety.
In addition it is important to note that both points raised above relate to the qualification, the SIA is not the regulator
for the qualification it is Ofqual. Any work completed in this area by us is over and above our regulatory requirement.
TPSO: Why no guidance/training or testing in the area of alarm response? Given that the field can be so potentially
dangerous and fraught with legal issues?
This does not fall within the remit of the Private Security Industry Act 2001 so it is outside the scope of SIA regulation.

U

I must thank the SIA for the time they took to consider our questions and to show Mike the work that they do. The
answers however, do raise some more issues that we will discuss with them at a later date.
During the meeting it was clear to Mike that the SIA has a phenomenal workload and staffing levels that make keeping
up with the day to day tasks of licence issuing, renewal, and appeals, incredibly challenging. If more of the money raised
from licencing was used to fund the SIA more generously, instead of just disappearing in to the central government
money pit, then I’m sure that most of the issues that cause us problems, would be dealt with far more effectively.
We have met a lot of hard working professionals at the SIA, that both care, and do their utmost to get things done.
Communication however is a historic problem with just the odd press release, regarding convictions or high profile
investigations, seeing the light of day.
Moving forward, we will be publishing more about the SIA and the work they do, that never normally reaches the
public domain.
We will also continue to raise your issues with them so please keep us informed of the problems you
encounter:...... Admin@peerpublishing.ltd
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The TPSO Magazine
“Key People In Security” List
Genuine “influence” in the security industry, it isn’t about the size of your company or your bank
balance.
TPSO magazine has looked for those that share their time and knowledge freely and generously, to
the benefit of individuals, and the industry in general.
We have identified the people that really make a difference and play an active part
in shaping the future of the security industry.
They may or may not be the bosses of large companies.
Rank doesn’t automatically relate to influence.
We traced the rising stars and the ones to watch.
We found those going the extra mile….. and they are all on our list!
(Well, maybe 85% of them, as we are still getting complaints.......... Ed.)
Just to be clear, this list is a fluid thing
and people may be added, or removed at any time,
but you can be certain that every man and woman named,
is extremely worthy of inclusion…....
(Well, perhaps not TPSO’s Mike & Rollo.
I keep removing their names, they keep reappearing. I give up!........... Ed.)

NAME
Ackroyd, Stephen
Bassett, Graham
Bell, Richard
Betts, Robert

TITLE
Senior Lecturer, Aviation
Security
Managing Director
Director
Director

Blackwell, Andy

Managing Director

Burnett, Allan
Burns, Alan

Operations Director
Operations Director/
Fellow of the Security
Institute
Managing
Consultant

Chapple, Mark

ORGANISATION
Bucks New University,
UK
GBRUK Ltd
TenIntelligence
Elite Academy of
Security Training
Blackwell Security
Consulting
SecuriGroup
Shield Security Services
Ltd
SRSRM Ltd
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WEBSITE
www.bucks.ac.uk
www.gbruk.com
www.tenintel.com
www.elite-securitytraining.co.uk
www.3dassurance.com/blackwellsecurity
www.securigroup.co.uk
www.shieldsecurity.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/company/srsrm-ltd

NAME
Cooper, Roy
Cresswell , David
Currie, John

Dakin, Carl
Davies, Rollo
Doug Sear
Drury, Paul

Dyson, Graeme
Fell, Rowena
Fellows, Ray
Folmer, Mark
Frankland, Jane
French, Peter
Gardner, Frank
Geddes, Will
Gillespie, Mike

TITLE
Managing Director

ORGANISATION
WEBSITE
Professional Security
www.professionalsecurity.co.uk
Magazine
ISMI Certified Security
International Security
www.ismi.org.uk
Management Professional Management Institute
Head of Security and
National Association of
www.nahs.org.uk
NHS Accredited
Healthcare Security
Local Security
Management Specialist
Managing Director
Dakin Consulting Ltd
www.dakinconsulting.co.uk
www.theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com
Co-founder, Editor &
The Professional
feature writer
Security Officer
Magazine
Head of Sales
Emergency Protection
www.emergencyprotection.co.uk
Limited
Head of Corporate
Experian
www.experian.co.uk
Security & Vice
Chairman of the Security
Institute
Physical Security
Morrigan Risk
www.morrigan-risk.com
Consultant
Global Technology Risk EY/Fellow of the
www.security-institute.org
Operations Leader
Security Institute
CEO
Eclipse Strategic Security
www.eclipse-strategic-security.com
Vice President
TrackTik
www.tracktik.com/
Author & Champion
Cyber Security Capital
www.cybersecuritycapital.com
for Women in Cyber
Security
CEO/Fellow of the
SSR Personnel
www.ssr-personnel.com
Security Institute
Security Correspondent BBC
www.frankgardner.co.uk
Managing Director
International Corporate
www.icpgroupcompanies.com
Protection Group
Managing Director
Advent IM Ltd
www.advent-im.co.uk

Greenaway, Nicola Managing Director
Henig, Ruth
(Baroness)
Hole, Dan
Hopla, Brian
Hurst, Ellie
Hurst, Mike
Ingram, Philip
MBE
Jones, Peter
Joy, Kate
Kaszeta, Dan

President
Security Training
InfoSec & Compliance
Officer
Media Manager
Vice Chairman
Defence, security
journalist & consultant
CEO
Business Development
Manager
Managing Director

International Security
Expo (ISE)
The Security Institute

www.internationalsecurityexpo.com
www.security-institute.org

Olive Tree Training
IT Lab

www.olivetreetraining.co.uk
www.itlab.com

Advent IM Ltd
UK Chapter of ASIS
International
Grey Hare Media

www.advent-im.co.uk
www.asis.org.uk

Nineteen Events
DipHex
Strongpoint Security
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www.greyharemedia.com

www.diphex.com
www.strongpointsecurity.co.uk

NAME
Kennedy, Rob
BA(Hons)
King, Jayne

TITLE
Regional Manager

ORGANISATION
SecuriGroup

Lavery, Peter
Mackenzie,
Stephen

Head of Security
Guys and St Thomas
& Site Services
Deputy Chairman
The Security Institute
Independent fire, security
& resilience advisor

Moore, Lynda
Mounfield, Rick
Muhammad, Sa’id

Managing Partner
CEO
Journalist & Campaigner

O’Sullivan,
Michael
Tony O’Brien
Reed, Nicholas
Robbins, Darryn
Robinson, Mark
Rolington, Alfred

Sephton, John
Sims, Brian
Vanneck, Claire

Whitehouse,
Simon
Whiting, Nicola

www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk
www.security-institute.org
www.twitter.com/SteveMcfirerisk

FM Contract Watch LLP
www.fmcontractwatch.co.uk
The Security Institute
www.security-institute.org
Holmes Journalistic
Investigations
Co-founder, Editor &
The Professional
www.theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com
feature writer
Security Officer
Magazine (TPSO Mag)
Security Commentator & Security Operative
www.securityoperative.ie
Consultant.
Executive Director &
National Association for
www.nahs.org.uk
Company Secretary
Healthcare Security
Recruitment Specialist
Lima44
www.lima44.co.uk
Subject Matter Expert on Ultra High Profile threat
mitigation, media handling and ‘total security’ event
planning
CEO & Co Founder
Cyber Security
www.cybersecurityintelligence.com
- Author of Strategic
Intelligence
Intelligence for the 21st
Century - The Mosaic
Method
Account Director
Axis Security Services
www.axis-security.co.uk
Ltd
Editor
Risk Xtra / Risk UK
www.risk-uk.com/tag/risk-xtra
University of Leicester
Course convener

Vazquez, Nicole
Wakefield Alison
(Dr)
Watson, Aloma
White, Michael

WEBSITE
www.securigroup.co.uk

Chairman
Chairwoman
Head of Risk,
Compliance & Assurance
G4S & Director,
Hampton Security &
Training Consultancy Ltd
Managing Director
Author & CSO

Security Risk
Management courses
Lone Worker Safety
Expo
The Security Institute

www.le.ac.uk
www.loneworkersafetyexpo.com
www.security-institute.org

SRM Alumni
G4S/Hampton
Security and Training
Consultancy Limited

www.srmalumni.org
www.hamptonsecurityconsultancy.com

SGW Safety & Security
Ltd
Titania Ltd

www.sgw-consulting.co.uk
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www.titania.com

Terrorism & Healthcare

by John Currie

In this, our third article for the TPSO magazine, we discuss the subject
of Terrorism and Healthcare.

Y

ears ago, we would never have believed a Hospital would be
the target of a terrorist attack as Hospitals were previously
thought to be a ‘no go’ area, however, in recent years
terrorists have struck at these ‘soft’ targets in Afghanistan,
Iraq, Israel, Thailand and Pakistan. These attacks involved
specifically placed devices, suicide bombings, and car bombings,
resulting in multiple casualties. The changes in the global
terrorism picture along with our understanding of the
threat profile have required all Security professionals to
adapt and change longstanding and established protocols.
Many Terrorist organisations are now very tech
savvy, they have mastered the power of the internet
and use social media to spread their messages, hence
there is an increasing need to ensure the cyber security
safeguards also include this aspect of risk. Even if the
hospital is not the main focus of the attack it may become
involved due to its proximity to the ‘real’ target or as an aftermath
when dealing with injured persons – Project Argus Health, a Counter
Terrorism training package, provides a perfect example.
There has always been an underlying requirement to make a hospital a
safe place for all patients, staff and visitors but the threat from terrorism
has required all Healthcare Security professionals to adjust and broaden
their thinking. The National Counter Terrorism CONTEST Strategy
and in particular the CPNI Crowded Places work has highlighted the
vulnerabilities to our Healthcare establishments. It should be noted that
since NHS Protect were disbanded in 2017, formerly known as the Security
Management Service, no central regulatory or advisory body formally oversees
the provision of security within our vital National Health Service. This is clearly
a risk, as we are relying on the Accredited NHS Security Management Specialist
(LSMS) at each NHS Trust or where no accredited specialist is in place, the Security
Manager to implement the strategies, recognise risk and mitigate all Security risks
where practicable. The NAHS Executive and NAHS Chair are lobbying NHS England,
NHS Improvement and the Department of Health for this to be addressed without any
further delay.
In 2009 NHS Protect updated their initial Lockdown guidance for Healthcare. For
completeness, it should be noted that the source document has been removed from
the internet as no department or central body has assumed responsibility for the
guidance going forward; however, NAHS can provide copies upon request. It was
the responsibility of the Security Management Specialist (LSMS) working alongside
Emergency Planning and Preparedness and Business Continuity colleagues, the
Police and others to create a workable policy and operational plan that allows the
organisation to lockdown the Hospital, part of a hospital or department for example
to counter a physical threat and reduce the risk. The Lockdown process has been
utilised following incidents of gang crime as this allows an Emergency Department
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(ED) to be secured and for Security staff to control access and staff to work safely. More recently, Guys and St Thomas’
Hospital was placed in Lockdown during the Westminster Bridge and London Bridge attacks. This procedure was
implemented immediately on both occasions but on the day of the Westminster Bridge attack, staff reported seeing
the vehicle mount the pavement and mow down pedestrians and then heard gunshots. The speed of the Lockdown
undoubtedly saved lives as this action stopped the public from leaving the hospital and entering the scene of the
incident. The hospital was then part of the ‘hot zone’. It is noted that a Trust’s Lockdown policy and operational plan
should be carefully practiced and exercised but, in my view, the policy and procedures should not be made publicly
available. Responsibility for implementing the security arrangements and emergency Lockdown security procedures
lies with the hospital and aligns to NaCTSO guidance.(1)
As Healthcare Security professionals, it is our responsibility to ensure the physical environment is adequately protected,
however, as the terrorist is well and truly online and although I would not recommend any of our readers try to seek
out or search for such content, terrorist material, videos and propaganda are all available online. The grooming of
potential subjects and the indoctrination of vulnerable persons is addressed by the PREVENT strategy,(2) however,
as we have all seen from a number of recent cases, impressionable teenagers and vulnerable persons have accessed,
viewed and acted upon viewing this online material. Access to such information, videos and propaganda is closely
monitored and various news sources recently published details of how Facebook was addressing the use of its site and
sharing prohibited material. Healthcare professionals are heavily involved in the PREVENT strategy with many of us,
including me, trained to deliver WRAP (PREVENT). Healthcare professionals see, treat and interact with vulnerable
people every day and so, awareness of PREVENT and the CONTEST strategy(3) is essential. The ability to spot unusual
behaviours, habits, changes in a person’s behaviour, attitude as well as their online activity is an essential skill.
In June 2007, hours after their failed VBIED attack outside Tiger Tiger nightclub in Haymarket, London, Doctor Bilal
Abdulla, age 27, who worked at a Hospital in Scotland and 28-year-old engineer Kafeel Ahmed, who was born in
India and grew up in Saudi Arabia drove Abdulla’s 4x4 Jeep Cherokee loaded with gas cylinders into Glasgow Airport
building. The vehicle was halted short of the building itself by a concrete bollard (Hostile Vehicle Mitigation – HVM).
However, when the vehicle failed to explode, Abdulla threw petrol bombs from the passenger seat and Ahmed doused
himself in petrol and set it alight. Abdulla then, got out of the vehicle and attacked a Police officer but was tackled by
a taxi driver who had just dropped off his fare. Ahmed later died from the injuries and burns sustained in the attack
while Abdulla was jailed for two life sentences and ordered to serve a minimum of 32 years. This alongside all other
‘home grown’ terrorist ‘lone actors’ who have lived amongst us for years and who in many cases, led a ‘normal life’ on
the face of it, however, this only reinforces the need for us all to be aware of the signs of radicalisation and the need to
report any suspicious activity or behaviours.
I turn now to the question of whether or not you can Target Harden a Hospital? In short, the answer is clearly yes,
but I would suggest doing it sensitively. Healthcare organisations should not look like prisons and with the exception
of Acute Psychiatric Intensive Care Units and Forensic (Secure) Mental Health services, there is most likely not even
a boundary fence or lockable gates at the entrances. Many hospitals still do not close down their entrances at night
as patients and visitors access the hospital wards 24 hours a day, especially the smokers. The challenge of defining
an appropriate level of security was helped by the Secured by Design(4), Hospitals guidance issued in 2005. This is
clearly a good starting point however, as you can see, this document is over 14 years old which is why NAHS have
been working with Secured by Design colleagues in drafting new guidance but rather than it be Hospital centric, the
new document will be applicable to all Healthcare locations and services. I mentioned HVM earlier and as we all
know, these installations are now part of our landscape but rather than utilising the metal barriers and heavy vehicle
protection in place along Westminster Bridge and surrounding the Houses of Parliament, Hospital can utilise some of
the more esthetical pleasing and less obvious installations such as heavy concrete or stone seats and planters. Having
seen these tested by the Home Office and CPNI I can happily state that they make excellent HVM which would not
look out of place at a Hospital. As a 24-hour service, access to our Ambulance entrances and the ED form the main
areas of risk, however, through careful design and placement of road furniture and appropriate HVM, the risk can be
reduced and these areas made safe.
NAHS members have access to the members area and repository on the website where they can reach out to their peers,
participate in discussion forums and access a combined NHS Security Management experience of a good few hundred
years!
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As part of my research for this article, I came across
a paper written by two academics, Charles Hancock
and Chris. W. Johnson. Their paper entitled Thinking
the Unthinkable:
Exposing the Vulnerabilities in the NHS Response
discusses a
to Coordinated Terrorist Actions(5)
fictional co-ordinated terrorist attack and Major
Incident and is certainly worth a read as this is the sort
of exercise organisations need to run so that our responses
to such an incident become automatic and our knowledge and
understanding of our operational plans is second to none. A
terrorist will most likely have visited their target location, possibly
photographed the vulnerable and protected areas and may have
even practiced their attack sequence with a walk through. They will
have observed the Security team in action and may even activate the fire
alarm to establish the sort of response and identify the muster points as these
are routinely used for a secondary device or attack.
There was previously a suggestion that Al-Qaeda planned on using an Ambulance to
attack a Hospital, copying tactics used elsewhere in the world however, our active Ambulance fleets are tracked and
secured through some incredible technical equipment and so the risk from this method of attack was reduced. It did
not however, remove or reduce the risk of a motivated individual purchasing an old Ambulance, re-applying the livery
and utilising the vehicle to attack an establishment. This aspect is well and truly on the radar of the Police and Security
Services and all Hospital Security staff are always on the lookout for anything suspicious. The subject and potential
methods of attack were even featured in an edition of FHM magazine some years ago, which only goes to show how the
media had recognised the increase in risk and the fact that Healthcare and Hospitals in general were seen as a potential
target.
The threat from terrorism is not just in the physical form as a well-placed DDoS attack, deployment of Malware or a
virus can have catastrophic affect as demonstrated by the Wannacry ransom-ware attack on the NHS in 2017. I do not
plan on discussing Cyber Security in any great detail today, however, it is certainly worth noting that all organisations
must ensure they have a robust cyber security system, firewall and measures in place and that their systems and data are
secure. Seeking specialist advice and even considering your Forensic readiness is something I would certainly advocate
but this clearly sits more under the responsibility of the Information Governance and Business Continuity planning
teams within the NHS. One area that can often be overlooked is that of staff training and awareness. If your staff
are security aware and know about Phishing, not to use insecure USB sticks, they know not to click any links in
an email unless they know and trust the source; the risk is therefore reduced. This awareness only scratches the
surface of an extremely specialist, involved and very complex subject and in no way does this reduce the need
for or reliance on robust cyber security measures.
We as a society expect the Police, NHS and Fire Service to be there when we need them, however, it should be
recognised that each and every person that is ‘touched’ by trauma, whether it be terrorism, violence, cancer
or fire for example will have to process those feelings and emotions and so the establishment of a support
mechanism and referral pathways along with recognising that post-traumatic stress can impact anyone
is absolutely essential. The recognition of outstanding work and service is always a good step in my
book and I wanted to highlight the awards took place in September 2017 when staff working across
public services who helped people affected by the terrorist attacks at Westminster and London
Bridge, as well as the Grenfell Tower fire, were publicly recognised at NHS Lambeth CCG’s annual
Lammy Awards(6). Awards were presented to representatives of Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS
Foundation Trust, London Fire Brigade, Metropolitan Police, London Ambulance Service,
Lambeth Council, and South London and the Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, to take back
to their organisations to say thank you to their staff.
As with any form of criminal behaviour, the effects terrorism can have on an organisation,
our staff and our society, is difficult to measure but from personal experience, I am able to
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say with confidence, the effects can last and be felt for a very long time after the incident itself.
In conclusion, it is the responsibility of every Security professional to work to increase our awareness of the risk
from terrorism along with recognising the signs of radicalisation and what to do if anything ‘does not feel right’. I
hope you have enjoyed reading this article but before I sign off, I would like to remember Kirsty Boden, a Senior
Staff Nurse in Theatres Recovery at Guy’s Hospital, who sadly lost her life during the London Bridge attack.
References:
1. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/478003/NaCTSO_Guidance_
Note_1_-_2015_-_Dynamic_Lockdown_v1_0.pdf
2. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/445977/3799_Revised_Prevent_
Duty_Guidance__England_Wales_V2-Interactive.pdf
3. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/716907/140618_CCS207_
CCS0218929798-1_CONTEST_3.0_WEB.pdf
4. https://www.securedbydesign.com/images/downloads/SBD_hospitals_2005.pdf
5. w.dcs.gla.ac.uk/%7Ejohnson/papers/NHS_terrorism.pdf
6. https://www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk/news-and-events/2017-news/september/20170911-response-to-terrorist-attacks-recognised.aspx

John Currie
John is Head of Security and NHS Accredited Local Security Management
Specialist (LSMS) for Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust. He was recently voted
in as NAHS Executive Director. John is a former Royal Air Force Police Special
Investigator who began working with the NHS in 2005 as a Drugs Worker with
the Coventry Drugs Intervention Programme. He moved back to the Policing and
Security field in 2006, gaining his NHS Security Management LSMS accreditation
in 2007.
John has worked across all sectors of the NHS and has a particular interest in
Mental Health Acute and Forensic services. He now works closely with two Mental
Health Trusts, hosted on his two acute hospital sites. In addition to the ‘day job’,
John delivers Lone Worker, Personal Safety skills, PREVENT & Project GRIFFIN
Counter Terrorism training.
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How Can Places of Worship Safeguard
Themselves from Terrorist Attacks?

by Yaniv Peretz

T

he deadly attack in Christchurch on 15h of March is the benchmark of terrorist related incidents, with the
massacre being broadcast live on social media.
Targeting places of worship is not a new phenomenon and has been done in the past against synagogues, temples,
mosques and churches alike. Recent examples are:
•
•
•

November 2018, Pittsburgh synagogue shooting which resulted in 11 deaths.
January 2019, Jolo church attack in Philippines which resulted in 20 deaths.
May 2018, Surabaya church bombings which resulted in 15 deaths.

Any place of worship is considered to be a “soft target” and valuable for various radical groups. Because of this, such
places need to take proactive steps to address their security need, to minimize their vulnerabilities and most importantly
protect their congregation. Religious leaders should understand that they are ultimately responsible for the protection
of their congregation and should implement
security measures in accordance to the risk level.
However, protecting places of worship poses
unique challenges for a number of reasons:

Identification of attendees.

Churches, synagogues and mosques usually
advocate an open house policy, which means
that all visitors are welcome to join any services
provided. This results in mostly no security
screening processes being in place, in order not
to deter worshippers from participating.

Budget constraints.

In most cases places of worship are self-funded
and supported by members of the community
through alms and donations. Implementing
security measures in some cases can bear a significant cost, resulting in a lack of security measures.

Routine activity.

The location, schedule and attendees in most places of worship run like clockwork, which enables an attacker to carry
out an attack with detailed planning. that can result in higher chances of success.
What can places of worship do to step up security?
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Even though there may be a lack of resources and funds for
certain security measures, this cannot be an excuse to not have
any measures in place. An effective security solution for places
of worship can consist of involving their own communities to
volunteer for security related tasks during certain events or
important occasions.
What is important to note is that any security measures being
implemented must firstly be relevant and secondly, be able to
withstand the reality of any given emergency. This can be carried
out more effectively by analysing specific threats in each location
and the adversary’s ‘modus of operandi’ when dealing with the
operation at hand.
The term ‘Security’ is a combination of several pillars namely
Manpower, (Technology and Physical security), Processes, and
Intelligence. One cannot be without the other, with a true security system being integrated with all these pillars. If we
take an active shooter scenario for example, a security system firstly needs to deter the adversary from executing such
an attack using the security measures in place. Secondly, the system needs to be able to detect in advance the potential
threat before it reaches its target, so that the congregation can be alerted and the emergency procedure can be activated.
The third step is to delay the aggressor if the attack has been initiated, in order to give enough time for emergency
actions to be carried out, and finally, the fourth element is the response of security personnel by carrying out life-saving
techniques and if possible, stopping the attacker. The response is a critical element as it has direct implications to the
impact of the attack.
The Intelligence pillar is often not being addressed by private organizations, but with the rise of lone wolf attacks there
is a growing demand to meet this need. Security systems can benefit greatly from proper Intelligence procedures which
can assist organisations to pre-empt possible threats and deal with them proactively. A simple and cost-effective way
to do this is by constantly monitoring social media feeds or online forums that can pose a possible threat to safety (e.g
hate groups, threatening posts) and to alert the authorities of any suspicious activity.
A strong sense of community involvement and the sharing of relevant information proactively is a step in the
right direction when it comes to beefing up security measures. This coupled with proper security processes that
don’t require fancy and expensive equipment, are essential steps to take for any religious organisation to prevent a
possible threatening situation from escalating, which can save more lives in the process.

Yaniv Peretz
Mr Peretz is a high skill security professional with over 19 years’
experience in security management with the focus on counter
terrorism. His expertise allows him to share his knowledge in
designing various training programmes and providing advice
to critical infrastructures in South East Asia together with USA,
Canada and Europe.
www.sgw-consulting.co.uk
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The deployment of Security Officers in
public spaces - changing the paradigm

by Jay Jordan

F

or many years I worked as a security officer at a large regional shopping centre. Anyone in security who has
ever worked long shifts within a public space environment will have likely experienced the monotony that goes
with the job. Fact is, unless you have done it you cannot fully appreciate it. This is probably the case with many
long hours routine activity type of jobs.

Having spent many years working as a security officer I eventually moved into management and initially spent my time
doing the routine day to day management activities. It is very easy when stepping into security management to go with
the status quo, it is comfortable to do so and everyone seems happy, so why change it?. These days, as with any business
function, constant improvement should be on one’s mind in regards to security management. Ensuring ROI requires
constant review and improvement.

One of my KPI’s as the security manager of a large shopping centre, was based on the visibility of my team. The data
was taken from a mystery shopper report as well as exit surveys. Essentially a mystery shopper will visit and assesses
the centre on a whole raft of issues such as cleanliness, availability of parking etc. Security was assessed on three
questions. These were; did you see an officer in the car park?, did you see an officer in the centre?, was the officer
wearing a uniform?. Once these questions were answered the mystery shopper would give a brief statement regarding
their interaction with the officer and score them accordingly. The difficulty with this is that if an officer was not seen
then the team scored zero. Imagine being a staff member of a department that scores zero on a report that is displayed
to all staff month after month – totally demoralising. I knew my team were better than that.
The team went through a period of several months not scoring anything at all, I assumed that the mystery shopper just
wasn’t in the right place at the right time; both were missing each other, so to speak. Not correct. I had bigger problems.
In speaking with my team of officers to discuss the matter it was clear that morale was low, various issues tabled but
the main cause being lone working all day and spending hours patrolling car parks where very little happens on one’s
own. Very little variation and being on one’s own all day was clearly taking its toll. One of my team admitted he was
spending a lot of the day sat down out of sight because he felt so bored in the job. I could of addressed this by way of
a disciplinary penalty, but where does that ever get you? Surely getting to the reason behind it should be the aim. No
doubt a point that might reasonably be argued either way but I had been where he was and I understood that feeling of
being sent out and left to get on with it all too well.
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So I had some team members disenfranchised and it
was likely many more of my officers were finding places
on-site to see out their day away from the public side
of the centre. Sheer boredom was overwhelming them.
Many officers joining a shopping centre security team
wrongly assume they will be chasing shoplifters all day.
That simply isn’t what we were there for. If by some
chance one of my team had interacted with a mystery
shopper the encounter feedback would likely have been
reflective of the mood of my team.
The solution was obvious albeit a little unconventional.
My deputy and I quickly realised that the mystery
shopper was spending approximately 10 minutes in the
centre car park and the remaining 1 hour 30 minutes
plus within the centre itself. Our team was deployed
mainly in the car parks with only one officer patrolling
in the centre. It had always been this way, but did it need
to be this way?. Bottom line was that public and centre
staff were not seeing our security officers, they were
not an effective deterrent as they were not being seen.
Imagine your shopping trip to a local mall, you spend a
few minutes in the car park but the majority of the time
you are in the mall shopping etc. We proposed a new
model which would alter the status quo. We deployed
all the security within the mall and had one patrolling
the car parks (In a vehicle). We also decided to try
something new; we decided that we would propose to
our client the idea of pairing up officers whilst on shift.
Our client was naturally sceptical. Why would they need
two bodies in the same space, spread them out and give
better coverage. The problem was we were already doing
that and it wasn’t working. We managed to convince the
client to allow us to trial the deployment model for a
few months. The mystery shopper report would be our
make or break on this.
Well the results were positive, months one to three we achieved 100% on the report followed by the same for the next
nine months. Mission accomplished, it had worked. We had seemingly increased visibility and people’s perception
(including centre staff) was that we had more security officers. We had put the resource where it was most effective.
We didn’t see any increase in car park related incidents so success was ours. This change of deployment increased levels
of motivation amongst the workforce, we saw improved attendance rates and customer (and client) satisfaction in our
service delivery was higher than it had previously been.
In my opinion officers treated as adults and afforded the comfort and reassurance that comes with being paired up with
a colleague perform better than a team of officers walking around on their own all day. It’s a no-brainer but we took
our time seeing it.
In conclusion; as with any change in deployment you must evaluate the likely risks in making that change. I would
suggest you be bold in your decision making and consider the alternatives; a change in the officer’s deployment model
can reap huge rewards.
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Evidence, Evidence everywhere…

by Giovanni Gaccione

S

peaking at the Police Federation Conference last year, the Home
Secretary Sajid Javid made encouraging statements about ensuring
police officers are equipped with the resources they need. Since then,
the government has pledged an extra £300 million in police funding.
It’s a positive development but of course doesn’t reverse the 20 percent
real term cut in police funding from 2010 to 2017 and the 21,000
officers out of work. With this in mind whatever new funding does become available
must continue to be channelled towards initiatives that enable forces to do ’more with
less’.
One area in which I believe savings are possible is by phasing out analogue approaches
to the collection, storage and management of digital evidence. Yes, a digital evidence
management system costs money but the efficiencies that are made possible can easily offset
this. Furthermore, without such streamlining its hard to see how police forces can cope with
rising volumes of digital evidence. According to a study by the US National Institute of Justice,
the amount of stored data is estimated to double every 18 months!
This figure is hardly surprising. After all, a surge in the use of body-worn cameras in law
enforcement, an increasingly smartphone-savvy public and the growing popularity of dashcams
has dramatically increased the chances of an incident being caught on camera. Logically, this abundance of data available
should assist law enforcement in making sense of what occurred, allocating liability and securing a conviction.
Yet, in practice collecting, cataloguing and securely sharing this data is inefficient and time-consuming. So much time
is spent getting hold of the footage that it leaves little time to actually investigate. As a result, we’ve failed to witness a
significant improvement in clearance rates. Digital data should be collected and stored via digital means, otherwise we
risk simply drowning in the deluge.
To begin to understand where time and cost savings might be possible we can start by looking just at the process of
getting hold of video footage. Outside of the hardware that is directly owned by the police themselves, the evidence
we’re interested in could belong to a citizen, to a business or to a public body. It will then exist on all manner of different
devices, running all kinds of different software. Furthermore, the data itself could be stored locally on the device, in a
private data centre belonging to the company or in a public cloud such as AWS or Microsoft Azure.
Regardless of this, officers will usually be required to visit the scene in person to obtain this footage and burn it to a
DVD or USB drive. In some extreme cases, the only option is to take the entire unit itself. The physical storage media
must then be catalogued and stored in a physical evidence locker and/or uploaded to a shared drive. When it comes
to reviewing the footage, it will then often need to be converted to a different file format so that it can be played. (For
obvious reasons computers used by law enforcement must have high levels of IT security enabled. It therefore isn’t
a simple process to simply install an additional piece of software or codec to view the footage in its original form).
Furthermore, these devices do have potential to carry malicious software and therefore their use should be discouraged.
Finally, to ensure the chain-of-custody should the footage later need to be admissible in court, access must be strictly
enforced with an audit trail dictating exactly who had access, what they did with it and when. For example, traceability
can be hard to establish if footage has been sent via traditional mail. This leads to a heavily siloed approach in which it
is very difficult for other officers or agencies to become aware of existing data that may be pertinent to their enquiries.
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Collaboration efforts are significantly hampered by a system that make their lives difficult. We can keep relying on
frontline officers to do all of this, with all the time and inefficiency this requires. Or we can use technology to make it
far easier for the public and businesses to share digital information, giving time back to officers to actually investigate
what is useful and worth considering as evidence.
Labour-intensive manual approaches are outdated and make little sense in a world where cloud services Dropbox and
websites such as LinkedIn make the sharing of information simple and instantaneous. These consumer-facing services
build in protocols that dictate who can access what information
and under what conditions so that the validity of the data can be
maintained. They also make it easy to view video on any internetconnected device, regardless of the manufacturer or model that the
data originated from. Such flexibility is commonplace in our day-today lives. So why shouldn’t we be making use of it when it comes to
solving crime?
Yes, a digital evidence management system costs money and
requires some changes in behaviour with regard to how evidence is
acquired, accessed and stored. For example, decisions will need be
taken around which users and departments have access, who needs
to get training, the retention periods for different types of crimes
and who will manage and enforce the policies. However, this can
easily be offset through the greater potential for collaboration and
by eradicating manual processes that ultimately free up frontline
officers to carry out more valuable work.
It’s encouraging that police funding is set to increase going forward.
However, for it to have its most meaningful impact the money needs
to be spent in ways that prioritise on-going impact over short-term
impact. Back office evidence-handling procedures may not be the
most headline-grabbing or visible investment. Yet the potential to
reduce the administrative burden and redeploy staff to more valuable
work is significant.

Giovanni Gaccione
Giovanni is a Justice and Public Safety expert based in New York City.
With a background in both cyber and physical security, he is currently
working with highly respected international tech company, Genetec

www.genetec.com
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Suicide bombers
and thwarting
the changing
face of
Al – Shabaab

Introduction.
The suicide bomber seems to be the preferred tactic of terrorist attackers of late, despite
the popular notion by researchers that suicide attacks often prevent terrorist groups from
achieving their political goals. Terrorist groups attack civilians as an effective coercive
strategy to force governments to make policy concessions. When they attack; they aim
for both operational and tactical success and like all organizations, they have two goals:1. Outcome goals - which define the purpose or objective of the group existing.
2. Survival - for the continuity and sustenance of the group.
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Effectiveness of Terrorist Attacks
The effectiveness of any terrorist attack will be measured along two dimensions, that is:1.
How effective they were in engaging the counter-terrorism agents in combat in terms of casualties, firepower,
and mass media propaganda.
2.

Strategic effectiveness measured by the extent to which the government is forced to surrender to their demands.

The former will be determined by how much damage is inflicted by the terrorists, which will in turn influence the
action of the latter. However, on most occasions, terrorist groups rarely achieve their targeted objectives. This is mostly
determined by the execution tactic as proved by the recent 14 Riverside (Dusit 2 Hotel) Office Complex terrorist attack.
The quick response by the multi-agency counter-terrorism team in annihilating and neutralizing the threat denied the
adversaries the much sought universal publicity and the lack of a negotiating chip or concession must have been a bitter
pill to swallow.

Why Suicide Bombers?
By using a suicide bomber at the Secret Garden - 14 Riverside Drive, Al-Shabaab (AS) wanted to send a message to its
backers or potential backers, that they were ready for the continued adoption and perpetuation of fundamentalism as
practiced by extreme conservatives like Al-Qaeda (AQ). This was clear from the inscriptions referring to ‘Al Quds’ or
Jerusalem which were clearly marked on the black bandannas the attackers wore. According to Sunni Islam, the AlAqsa Mosque in Jerusalem is the third holiest site after the Kaaba in Mecca and Al-Masjid an Nabawi in Medina. This
has become a central contention and propaganda tool at the heart of Al-Qaeda who have always stoked the embers of
sympathy in the Muslim umma (masses) by flashing the trump card of ‘liberating Jerusalem from the non-believers’.
Initially, the primary objective of Al-Shabaab was to establish an Islamist state in Somalia based on Sharia Law and in
extension, the elimination of secular and foreign influence.
Research and analysis on terrorism ‘modus operandi’ have indicated that adoption of such strategies is either an
indication of the dwindling strength in numbers or dwindling fortunes in the funding of the terrorist groups. AlShabaab, therefore, wanted to exploit the 14 Riverside Complex suicide bombing and complex terrorist assault to raise
the morale and or appeal, to their core supporters and funders, especially Al-Qaeda, for survival.

Al Qaeda and the Revitalization of Al-Shabaab.
Will Al-Shabaab succeed in their new cause? Well, this will depend on how their targeted audience reacts. From my
analysis, there are two likely scenarios that can play out:1.
Al-Qaeda may not be impressed by the consistent and poor success rate of Al-Shabaab and decide not to
fully support them with manpower and/or resources. This means that their influence will continue to dwindle with a
concerted effort of the Somalia government, regional governments, African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM),
and the United States of America (USA) to eliminate them.
2.
Al-Qaeda’s risk appetite is aroused as they spot an opportunity to use a proxy to get close to ‘western interests’
placed at ‘arm’s length’ in the East African region and connect to the American- Somalia population that is a prize asset
in terms of funding. With a large section of the population feeling discriminated against and disfranchised, Al-Qaeda
will feel at home with their radicalization and propaganda strategy.
With the first option, our multi-agency counter-terrorism team and other stakeholders will have it easy in proactively
infiltrating, anticipating and reacting to reduced adversarial power. In such a scenario, we tend to fall into a lull,
especially if there are long spells of terrorism inactivity.
Conversely, the counter-terrorism team should always enhance its covert and overt intelligence capabilities to stay
ahead of the enemy.
A simple and practical strategy here is for the multi-agency counterterrorism team to collaborate and work closely with
the private sector to map out ‘soft’ and appetizing targets from a terrorist’s perspective.
In the second option, if Al-Qaeda decides to play ball then it means that we will be entering a new game altogether.
Al Qaeda which in Arabic means “the base”, is a tested and entrenched militant group whose “theatre of operation” is
anywhere in the world. Its inception dates back to the 1970s during the Soviet Union invasion of Afghanistan meaning
that through the years it has spread its tentacles far and wide.
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With more members, a greater geographic reach and a level of ideological sophistication and influence that has attracted
operatives from as far as the United States (US), United Kingdom (UK) and North Africa, Al-Qaeda’s capability cannot
be taken lightly. They are led by Ayman al-Zawahiri, a shrewd Egyptian manipulator, and mostly operating from the
Middle East and they are well known for the infamous 9/11 coordinated suicide attacks on the World Trade Center’s
Twin Towers in New York.
Simply, they have the muscles and firepower to execute multiple attacks and take out the best of the world’s counterterrorism teams. My opinion is that AQ will relish the opportunity to transfer some of the heat they are facing, especially
with the new interest on Osama bin Laden’s son by the United States, from their Middle East bases to the East African
region.

Case Scenarios and Mitigating the Risk to As Low as Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).
Taming Radicalization:
There are underlying grievances affecting a section of the population touching mostly on the youth, communities
and religious manifestations. Some of these groups have felt marginalized, discriminated against and left out in
participating in key policies and programs that affect them. There is a large pool of idle youth who have nil or close to
nil activities that can generate them some form of revenue instead they turn to crime and other delinquent activities.
Some communities, especially in the arid and semi-arid lands (ASAL’s), have historically believed that they have been
marginalized while a section of Muslim groups and claim to be targeted by the authorities.
These claims offer a fertile breeding ground for radicalization and perceive any antagonist against the state as a “redeemer
and advocate” trying to correct the wrongs already perpetrated against them.
To avert such scenarios, a proactive approach where a combination of intelligence collection, surveillance, cooperation
between various law enforcement agencies and other stakeholders, and most importantly resolving the group’s
complaints, must take centre stage.
This way, people will be diverted from becoming or sympathizing with terrorists. Fostering a common ground, shared
values and encouraging participation and empowering of communities with a balance in the needs of human rights
and civil liberties drastically reduce radicalization efforts.

Closer Monitoring of Al-Shabaab:
The multi-agency counter-terrorism teams must keep a tab on Al-Shabaab’s activities and trends. With the entry or
interest of Al-Qaeda actively partnering with Al- Shabaab, a deeper and concerted approach has to be undertaken.
Inter-government cooperation to fight terrorism has to go beyond the regional players like Somalia, Ethiopia, and
Eritrea but also tap the experience of Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Pakistan who have tried to keep
Al-Qaeda at bay.
Al-Qaeda has the ability to use its image to draw membership from the disillusioned young Muslims by playing the
United States support of Israel as interference in the Arab world. The agencies must understand that whereas AlShabaab may struggle to recruit members who hate the west but are not motivated by the group’s local rhetoric, they
may get a boost from Al-Qaeda’s popular propaganda, especially where they do not demand sole allegiance.
Another strength Al-Qaeda will come with is their ability to establish dormant sleeper cells extending for long periods
of time, mostly camouflaging as legitimate missionaries, scholars and or humanitarian aid workers targeting the poor
and impoverished. An example is Fazul Abdullah Mohammed; the Comoran mastermind of August 7, 1998, American
Embassy bombing in Nairobi effortlessly established a sleeper cell in the Lamu archipelago by blending into the
community as a preacher and aid worker.
Whereas Al-Shabaab has a rudimentary ideology, Al-Qaeda has a coherent ideology which if extended to Al-Shabaab
through partnership can appeal to certain audiences.
If this new development comes to pass, even in a rudimentary form, it entails that adopting a paradigm shift in our
counterterrorism strategy (we can take a cue from the twin US Embassy bombings in Nairobi and Dar-el- Salaam) by
the same group and envisions what that means to us.
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Private Businesses Security Ownership.
Unfortunately, despite the recent terrorist attacks and the government’s concerted efforts to combat terrorism, the
private sector has taken a lukewarm approach in embracing the concept that security is a shared responsibility and that
‘security starts with you’.
At most, we witness a lot of care and concern in the few weeks after an attack and once the emotions are over it is back
to usual business. In between an effort to bolster the security of the businesses without undertaking vulnerability and
threat assessments ends up in having the wrong solutions.
Walking around and about the capital, one will never fail to spot ‘sitting ducks’ with glaring security lapses mostly
caused by the omission of best security practice. These lapses can easily be exploited by not so experienced adversaries
to inflict serious damages which generate considerable fear within the citizenry.
Take the example of multi-storied office blocks sitting right on the highway/ busy streets, with popular first floor open
restaurants, a small parking, an underground parking and an illegal bus stages nearby. A prize giveaway for a vehicleborne improvised explosive device (VBIED).
Fortunately, security experts regularly pass this information across to relevant stakeholders and buy-in from the
decision makers should be taken seriously.
The banking and financial sectors should also be at the forefront in cooperating with the government to disrupt terrorist
groups supply of funding.

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED):
According to the International CPTED Association, Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) is a
multi-disciplinary approach for reducing crime through urban and environmental design and the management and
use of the built environment. Al-Qaeda operatives are experts in exploiting weaknesses in the built environment and
are masters in using explosives be it improvised explosive devices (IED’s), vehicle borne-IED (VBIED), and suicide
bombers. The dire state of disorganization in the central business district (CBD), characterized with crowded pedestrian
walks and clogged traffic during rush hours, provides a fertile ground for disaster in terms of mass casualty attacks and
marauding terrorist firearms attacks.
Utility services like petrol stations should be re-located from densely populated spaces. It is not only a safety disaster
having oil tankers servicing these facilities competing for with vehicles and pedestrians in overcrowded spaces but also
a security nightmare in the scenario terrorists use these tankers as decoys to deliver vehicle-borne -IED (VBIED) or
vehicle-borne suicide IED (S/VBIED) to those locations.
There is an urgent need to de-densify the CBD and apply Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)
by manipulating the physical environment to produce behaviour effect that will reduce the opportunity, incidence, and
fear of crime. Natural surveillance with the aid of an integrated CCTV-Surveillance and natural territorial reinforcement
should be given priority.

Members of the Al Qaeda-affiliated militant group Al Shabaab stand after giving themselves up to
forces of the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) in Garsale, approximately 10km from
the town of Jowhar, 80km north of the capital Mogadishu, 22 September 2012. Over 200 militants
disengaged following in-fighting between militants in the region in which 8 Al Shabaab were killed,
including 2 senior commanders.
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Government, Public-Private Partnerships and Awareness Training.
Security awareness and understanding the capabilities and abilities of terrorist groups should be part of our
organizational culture. Citizens should be aware and sensitized on the threat of terrorism, more so on how to identify
hostile reconnaissance, suspicious objects and behaviour, and unusual inquiries.

Winning Public Confidence in the War against Terrorism.
The government should build public reassurance and confidence by ensuring that it is government propaganda that is
listened to and not that of the terrorists. A first step in achieving this is to enable the law enforcement agencies to have
the confidence and trust of the public.

Conclusion.
Finally, although cases of terrorists using unconventional methods like the 9/11 hijacking of commercial planes
(whose two decades anniversary is coming in about two years), chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) materials,
and cyber-security terrorism are extremely rare, we should be a step ahead by building capacity to anticipate such
scenarios and simulate appropriate countermeasures. In the asymmetrical war against terrorists, the stakes are
extremely high and a massive target, especially in the capital, will fundamentally cripple the national psyche and
economy. Therefore, mandatory and voluntary elements should be put in place to always avert that ‘one horrible
day’.

George Mandere Mochengo Dip. CSMP®, M.ISMI
George is a Certified security management professional (CSMP®) with
12 years + experience and a proven knowledge of corporate security,
asset protection and emergency preparedness. He rose through the
ranks from security officer to contract manager in charge of blue
chip corporate clients at G4S Kenya, including being in charge of
Critical National Infrastructure in the form of the largest cement
manufacturing plant in the East African region.
george.mochengo@gmail.com
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The Evolving Role of the
Modern Day Security
Professional

by Martin Smith

The need for security in the United Kingdom and Europe has never been required as much as it has today. Gates
need manning, bags need searching and access must be monitored, every minute of every day--and this is only a
very small amount of what is required to ensure an operation runs as smooth as possible.
However, times are changing in the way security staff are
developed and deployed by the ever-demanding needs of
the security provision set by clients. When you think of a
security professional – what do you think of? Ultimately,
let’s be honest, it is a person who is responsible for keeping
people and buildings safe. What about your perceptions of
a door supervisor? Negative or positive?
The role of a security guard or door supervisor is changing
at a rapid pace and the amount of soft skills required by
those in this industry are forever developing. Stereotypes
are long gone – industry demand has meant that we have
outgrown the “static security professional”. Staff no longer
have duties that can be counted on one hand. Clients now
want to see their security provision going above and beyond
to ensure that they get a complete 360 degree security
solution. The simple fact is that prospective clients do not
want to see static guards with a basic skillset on their sites in certain roles. The industry is evolving and employers must
evolve with the times.

How has the role changed?

The duties
Duties on site will always be determined by the site at which an officer works. However, take for example an office
building in the city centre. A security officer may be employed to this building by the building managers. The role has
advanced – it is no longer a stand at the door or sit down at the desk position. Their role may be diverse.
The guard may need to check ID’s, sign for mail, check VIP’s into the building. They may essentially need to open and
lock the building. There may be cash handling involved. They may have to set up equipment. The role is still that of a
security officer, however, duties have expanded and skillsets have had to improve with the times. Demand has meant
that security professionals are working in a role that may have possibly been covered by two or three persons previously.
It is a bit uncommon for the officer role to branch out even further than the above. From delivering newspapers to
rooms in a hotel, to carrying bags in a lobby. Soft skills that have had to develop to meet client expectations. Clients
are happy, their clients are happy and it is all because the security staff are no longer static or simply doing security
– they are now proactively securing the building whilst completing ad hoc tasks. (Sorry to interject............ Clients
that want ‘value added’ tasks performed by security, simply don’t understand the importance of Security to begin with.
Grrrrrrr.............Ed.)
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The skillset
As mentioned above, today’s modern security professional
has to have more than a basic skillset if they are to meet
the requirements of industry demand. An SIA badge is, of
course, a good place to start and is a legal requirement.
However, if we take the role of a security officer in an office
building, or shopping centre, or a busy gatehouse, there
will be an advanced knowledge base required to ensure
problems are solved.
Does the officer have good verbal and written skills? It is
absolutely essential in today’s security role that staff can
communicate with those around them. As the security
officer role has developed, the communication skills of
the officer have also had to change. They may need to
communicate an emergency message. The role is no longer
confined to sitting on a chair and checking ID’s. Maybe the officer can speak several languages? Imagine a lost child in the
shopping centre who is a native French speaker:. Who do they approach if the security officer is unable to communicate
quickly and effectively? How are the officers able to accurately fill out their notebooks and daily occurrence books if
their written skills are poor? How is the document supposed to represent that person, an employer, or even a client in
court? It is basic, however the basics have possibly never been as crucial as they are today.
What about a first aider? Imagine for a second that there is a first aid incident on site and a security officer is the first
person on the scene but unable to administer basic care to potentially save that person’s life. Security professionals are
now developing their first aid knowledge by attending courses.
In the past, security staff were praised if they were to provide a helping hand in a first aid emergency. Nowadays, it
is almost expected that security staff react quickly to ongoing situations, whether they be security or first aid related.
Security staff are now seen as the first line of the emergency services..
“One key skill that is always forgotten about is that of customer service - security professionals are now expected to
smile!”
The position of a security officer is not simply to just secure a building any more. Security officers are now expected to
be able to assist and support in the event of an emergency. This would include being fire marshal trained. As with a first
aid incident, security officers are now often the first point of contact on site, and will attend the incident if there was a
fire alarm activation on site. Officers are likely to be shown fire evacuation routes, how to reset a fire panel and how to
fix a break glass unit.
Last but not least, one key skill that is always forgotten about is that of customer service: security
professionals are now expected to smile! The role of a security officer may have previously been to
show a presence on a site and whilst this is still technically correct, it now has to be seen the officers
show a presence with a smile, an approachable posture and enthusiasm for their work. Imagine
that!
The appearance
The changing role of the modern day security professional is highlighted in the appearance of the
staff that work in this industry. There has never been more emphasis on security officers wearing
appropriate uniform for the environment they are working.
If we are to use our office building example, staff are now expected to wear appropriate dress in the
surroundings of where they work. Suit, tie, shoes and a lanyard. No coats, no polo shirts, no SIA
badges on arms. That is not to say that this is not acceptable, in some circumstances it is, however
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there is more emphasis than ever on appearance meeting clients expectations.
Security officers will more often than not be the first impression that is made on guests, customers, VIP’s and staff. If
they aren’t wearing the correct PPE, and wearing unsuitable or dirty uniform, they are creating a bad first impression
of the employer and their client.
The approach
Whilst we touched on it above, it’s important to remember that clients now want to see security professionals who
can make a positive impression on their sites. Security professionals are now expected to be able to use their customer
service skills to help and advise clients, customers and staff. There is an expectation that staff should now be proactive
in approaching personnel and not the other way around. They are expected to smile, talk and assist rather than taking
a backseat and simply doing a “security role.”
The evolution of the modern day security professional is a lot more diverse than it has ever been. Roles are no longer
consigned to security. The customer service element of the job has now become an important part of the job description
and the additional skills – first aid, fire marshal, language, conflict management – have all become essential as the
job roles have developed. Security professionals are still expected to be security professionals. However, the role has
changed to one that is now geared towards customer service and soft skills.
It will be interesting to see how the role continues to change over the next decade. Security professionals will always
be responsible for securing sites and persons within it, but with the ever increasing demand for professionals with
soft skills apparent, the job descriptions of security and customer service will continue to be blurred.

Martin Smith
Martin is the Regional Contract Manager for the North, for Wilson James.
Having previously worked for an industry leading shopping mall and also
having managed a number of key accounts in the North West, as Regional
Business Manager, he brings several years of security industry experience
to the Wilson James portfolio.
www.wilsonjames.co.uk
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www.greyharemedia.com/TPSO

Vocational Qualifications Offered:
•
•
EST: 1996

Professional Security Officer opportunities:
NASDU acknowledges the skills and experience of
private sector Security Dog Handlers and offers the
opportunity to become BS 8517 compliant

•
•

Level 2 Award for a Security Dog Handler
• Pathways: GP, Patrol Dog
Level 3 Certificate for a Security Dog Handler
• Pathways: GP Advanced Tracking
Level 3 Certificate for a Detection Dog Handler
• Pathways: Drugs, Live Body, Victim Recovery etc.
Level 4 Certificate for a Detection Dog Handler
• Pathways: Explosive Detection, VS, Cargo etc.

All qualifications are endorsed by HABC an Awarding
Organisation authorised by OFQUAL and recognised by the SIA
Telephone: 01483 224 320
Fax: 01483 224 735
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E-mail: info@nasdu.co.uk
Web: www.nasdu.co.uk

Security Industry Events:
May 2019 to September 2019
I’ve had people saying “I’m a Security Guard at a factory. What’s the point of me going to any of these big security
events?”.......
If you want a career in this industry, at any level, there is so much information to be had at these things. Some may
not be appropriate, unless you are in a very specific field, but generally, there are so many people to chat with, that
may be able to give you an important lead or heads up on a career opportunity down the line. Even just going back to
work and being able to brief your bosses up on the latest developments in access control, CCTV, or any of a number of
cutting edge security issues, is going to make you look good. Your knowledge is power, and gaining more of it can only
be good for your career or job prospects. You will also generally gain CPD points for attending such events. Win Win.
Many of the big events are free to attend, though you’ll have to book in advance, so there isn’t much of a downside.
Hopefully I’ll meet you at one!
IFSEC International 2019.
https://www.ifsec.events/international/
Possibly the largest security expo in the UK. 18 – 20 June 2019. Excel, London.
(TPSOs Mike & Rollo will be there on the 18th & 19th. Please come and say hello.)
The 1st Surveillance Camera Day.
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/surveillance-camera-commissioner
Keep an eye on the press and Surveillance Camera Commissioner website for info. 20th June 2019.
Major Events Summit.
https://www.majoreventssummit.com/
The 5th annual major events summit. 26Th - 27th June 2019. Villa Park, Birmingham.
ST19 Manchester.
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/
Regional security conference and exhibition. 2nd July 2019. Principal Hotel, Manchester.
LCCI Annual Summer Party.
https://ticketsource.co.uk/
An excellent networking opportunity for London based professionals. LCCI membership is a benefit of joining The
Security Institute. 4th July. College Garden, London, SW1.
3CDSE (3 Counties Defence & Security Expo.)
https://web.cvent.com/
Security and defence related conferences and events. 16th -17th July. Three Counties Showground, Worcester.
ST19 Belfast.
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/
Regional security conference and exhibition. 3rd September 2019. Europa Hotel Belfast..
ST19 Dublin.
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/
Set in the central location of the 5th September 2019, at the Red Cow Moran Hotel in Dublin
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Coming September 2019
Edition #4 of The Professional Security Officer Magazine will be looking at:

“CPD & Career Development.”
We will be featuring:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demystifying CPD. How to gain knowledge and credit for your efforts cheaply.
Career advice and top tips for job hunting.
CVs. What do the recruiters really want to see? Mistakes to avoid.
What path do you want to take in the security industry and where to turn for advice?
Personal Branding. How to show the world your optimum professional image.
Focus on membership organisations: The Security Institute.
Free learning. Where and how to access a wealth of free online knowledge.
News, features and articles from internationally acclaimed contributors.

What else?

You decide.
It’s YOUR magazine!
Just Email: Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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What is The Security Institute?
The Security Institute is the largest
membership organisation for security
professionals in the UK with members
from all over the world. We promote
standards, develop and endorse
education across the sector and
provide a rich member experience.

What we can do for you?
Membership of the Security Institute bestows credibility, enhances career prospects, provides a
valuable network of excellent contacts, offers mentoring, runs a comprehensive continuing
professional development scheme to recognise your efforts in maintaining and adding to your skills
base and of course fantastic networking opportunities. The Professional Security Officer Magazine
recommends membership to all those who want to progress in their careers, or those who simply
want to improve their knowledge and skill set.

Key Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition by employers and universities.
Continuing Professional Development that evidences your commitment &
professionalism.
Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online careers services.
Gain valuable insights by being involved in our mentoring programme, whatever your
career stage.
Benchmark your training qualifications and leverage your experience.
Exchange experience with other members at our networking events.
Enjoy member-only discounts.
Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and weekly eNews update.
Access to accredited and employer-recognised, security related qualifications.
Membership of the London Chamber of Commerce and access to their facilities, events
and resources, including free to use meeting space in the City of London.
And much, much more.................

How to join.
Visit our website: www.security-institute.org or contact: paula@security-institute.org for a
membership pack.
Not everyone is eligible to join the Security Institute immediately. Associate membership (ASyI)
requires a minimum of 3 years general security experience, along with security related qualifications
or evidence of some formal Continuous Professional Development.... To check on your eligibility,
contact Paula at the email address above. If you have not quite fulfilled the required criteria yet, she
can also advise you on the fastest ways to do so.
As you career progresses and you take part in our CPD scheme or gain further security related
qualifications, you can achieve entry to advanced grades of membership, further enhancing your
career prospects and professional recognition.
Associate Membership of the Security Institute costs less than £12.10 per month and you will be
recognised by being granted the use of “ASyI” after your name. Win Win!
Join Us Today!

Respected.

Recognised.
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Professional.

